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Swamp Thing
Oklahoma’s senior U.S. Sen. James Inhofe long ago proved himself a 

hopeless lout. We had higher hopes for the state’s junior Sen. James 
Lankford.

Sadly, the Baptist preacher-turned-politician has sold his soul to the 
Trump Cult. He guzzled the Kool-Aid.

Lankford declared on Twitter that White House counsel “definitely an-
swered many of the questions” raised by House prosecutors in Trump’s 
impeachment trial – even though the president’s lawyers failed to ad-
dress most of the charges.

On CNN, he insisted Trump not only was fighting corruption in Ukraine, 
but also in Iran, Venezuela, Turkey, North Korea, Cuba, China, Colum-
bia, and Libya – a preposterous claim given Trump’s business career and 
White House antics.

When news broke that former National Security Advisor John Bolton’s 
upcoming book would detail Trump’s extortion scheme – withholding vi-
tal military aid until Ukraine agreed to investigate the Bidens – Lankford 
declared on Facebook:

“If John Bolton’s got something to say, there’s plenty of microphones 
all over the country that he should step forward and start talking about 
it right now.”

He also suggested it would be helpful for senators to be given access 
to Bolton’s manuscript.

Hmmmm … if only there were a way to compel Bolton to share his 
story. Like … maybe … a Senate subpoena?

Lankford’s parroting of mindless Republican talking points during the 
impeachment process is shameful. He had moral standing to be a fair 
and honest arbiter of presidential misconduct. That quickly evaporated.

Henry Bellmon, the late governor and U.S. senator, warned against too 
quickly sizing up elected officials. “The problem with you journalists,” 
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Observerscope

You won’t want to miss Feb. 13’s 
Observer Newsmakers, with Rep. 
Jason Lowe and Moms Demand 
Action’s Jennifer Joy discussing 
his gun safety efforts in the 2020 
session. See back cover for details. 

Laurel: To U.S. Rep. Kendra 
Horn, leading the charge to name 
downtown OKC post office for civil 
rights icon Clara Luper – a des-
ignation, Horn says, that would 
serve as a reminder “the fight for 
freedom and equality is not over.”

What’s your cleverest sobriquet 
for Donald Trump? How about 
PINO – President In Name Only – 
as in a fine red whine? Or The Res-
ident of 1600 Pennsylvania Ave., P 
purposely omitted? Keep your re-
sponses clean, please.

Two key dates: Feb. 7 is deadline 
to register for the March 3 Super 
Tuesday presidential primary. The 
2020 Census kicks off April 1.

Dart: To Attorney General Mike 
Hunter, joining 20 other GOP AG’s 
in signing a letter denouncing Sen-
ate impeachment trial. This isn’t 
about justice. It’s Hunter pander-
ing to his Faux News base. 

OK Democrats hit a grand slam 
hiring Scott J. Hamilton as their 
new executive director. We’re bi-
ased, of course. The former Cimar-
ron Alliance leader is a longtime 
Observer Advisory Board member.

Laurel: To Gov. Kevin Stitt, sign-
ing 774 commutations, 290 par-
dons and 101 paroles last year – an 
important step in reforming OK’s 
broken criminal justice system.

Stop the presses! GOP U.S. Rep. 
Frank Lucas recently said this in 
committee: “We know the climate 
is changing and that global indus-
trial activity has played a role in 
this phenomenon.” – Eos Earth & 
Space Science News

Dart: To U.S. Rep. Kendra Horn, 
one of only eight Democrats to op-
pose a resolution limiting Donald 
Trump’s ability to wage war in Iran. 
If a presidency ever demanded 
oversight, this is it.

Have you heard about the new 
Gov. Kevin Stitt doll? Wind it up 
and it does whatever the Okla-
homa Council of Public Affairs’ 
Koch-heads tell it to do, like arbi-
trarily cut state regulations 25%.

Oilman Harold Hamm and Hobby 
Lobby’s David Green are backing 
Republican David Hill’s quest to 
unseat Democrat Kendra Horn in 
CD-5. Hill is former CEO of oil/gas 
equipment manufacturer Kimray.

Great news for those of us devot-
ed to the written word: Americans 
on average visited a library 10-plus 
times last year – twice as often as 
they attended a movie. – Gallup

CONTINUED ON PAGE 44
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Letters

CONTINUED ON PAGE 45

Editor, The Observer:
Oklahoma is making no prog-

ress towards becoming a Top 10 
state with Kevin Stitt as governor. 

Instead, he had replaced agency 
heads with decades of experience 
hired by citizen governing boards 
that were appointed by previous 
Oklahoma governors, House of 
Representatives speakers and Sen-
ate pro tempores. In their place he 
put a crop of white sons of his cor-
porate friends and industry insid-
ers, who have no practical knowl-
edge of or commitment to state 
service, critical citizens’ needs 
or the billion dollar agencies that 
they are now supposed to lead.

His latest plan is to end merit 
protection rules put in place to 
protect citizens from the incom-
petence and corruption of ever-
changing state employees who 
were appointed and replaced by 
the latest elected officials faster 
than they could learn their jobs.

Citizens’ taxes are paying for 
competent government service at 
least at the front line level by em-
ployees who know what they’re do-
ing and how and why government 
works like it does. No, state em-

ployees aren’t perfect, but much 
of the problems are due to budgets 
that asked them to “more with 
less” as co-workers were cut and 
never replaced.

Gov. Stitt, state government is 
not big business where everyone 
bows down to you. There is no 
profit margin here. Government 
should be serving the people, not 
the boss. Your job is to balance the 
demands of your corporate carpet-
bagging peers with needs of the 
Oklahoma citizens who are your 
real employers.

Phyllis Bryant
Yukon

Editor, The Observer:
Just my thanks to you for your 

recent article “Stitt’s Tribal Blun-
der.” All well put and appreciated. 
Still reminds me of Custer at Little 
Big Horn. Didn’t Stitt learn any-
thing? You are courageous.

Eula Doonkeen
Oklahoma City

Editor, The Observer:
Will the United States remain a 

representative republic if Presi-
dent Trump wins re-election? I 

don’t think so.
Robert S. Kennedy

Harrah

Editor, The Observer:
If the Iranian General Soleimani 

was indeed on the verge of order-
ing his forces to attack multiple 
targets in the Mideast, including 
many containing U.S. diplomats 
and military personnel, would not 
his death precipitate an outbreak 
of attacks on those “imminent tar-
gets?”

In 1963, the Kennedy adminis-
tration ordered the assassination 
of South Vietnam’s President Ngo 
Dinh Diem and his brother as a 
“necessary step in defeating the 
Viet Cong.” Eleven years later we 
extricated our remaining forces 
along with a nominal number of 
South Vietnamese families but 
not until 57,000-plus of our own 
troops and an untold number of 
Southeast Asians were killed. 
Likely the total deaths in North 
and South Vietnam as well as in 
Laos and Cambodia numbered in 
the millions.

North Vietnam and South Viet-
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Arnold Hamilton

Three Ways To Know Whose
Side The Legislature Is On

What will state lawmakers do for workaday Okla-
homans in this year’s session?

It’s not an idle question. With few exceptions, the 
Legislature often proves itself far more adept at 
serving special interests than meeting rank-and-file 
needs.

Recent examples? Refusing to act on medical 
marijuana until forced by voters. Slow-walking voter-
approved criminal justice reforms. Restricting local 
control in order to thwart initiative petitions on liv-
ing wage and drilling.

Like baseball’s opening day, however, each year’s 
session begins with a hope-springs-eternal glow. 
Maybe this is the year ... 

If it is to be, here’s three sure-fire ways the state-
house can demonstrate it not only is aware of, but 
also cares about the plight of the 99%:

1. Enact Sen. George Young’s proposed minimum 
wage hike, SB 1165, requiring employers pay at least 
$10.50 an hour or match the federal minimum wage, 
whichever is greater.

Oklahoma is beset with poverty: the 2019 rate was 
15.5%. That means one in four children frequently 
goes to bed hungry, unacceptable in what we pro-
claim to be the richest country in the world.

Boosting the minimum wage for the first time in 
a decade would be a small, but important step in 
stabilizing the lives of the state’s working poor. No 
way the current $7.25 an hour is a living wage, even 
in low-cost Oklahoma.

Moreover, Oklahoma is becoming an outlier by 
clinging to the $7.25 federal rate. It is true Texas and 
Kansas haven’t budged, either. But it’s also true – 
and noteworthy – that 31 states now require a higher 
minimum wage.

That leaves us behind Arkansas, for example, 
which jumped to $10 an hour Jan. 1 from $9.25. And 
it’s headed to $11 an hour next year.

Those opposing minimum wage hikes insist it 
fuels unemployment. Really? Arkansas’ unemploy-
ment rate is 3.5%, Oklahoma’s 3.3%.

Increasing the minimum wage hasn’t wrecked the 
economies of those 31 states or fueled skyrocketing 
poverty rates. 

Failing to enact a higher minimum wage not only 
immoral – it also puts counties along the Arkansas 
and Missouri [minimum wage: $8.60] borders at a 
competitive disadvantage.

2. Resist the temptation to monkey with Medicaid 
expansion, especially Gov. Kevin Stitt’s hair-brained 
block grant scheme that likely would make it even 
harder for the working poor to access healthcare 
before it’s too late.

Let’s remember: Lawmakers failed for nearly a 
decade to act on Medicaid expansion, despite out-
side consultants saying it is a no-brainer to take the 
9-1 federal match – federal tax dollars Oklahomans 
already sent to Washington.

Now the Legislature threatens to step in? Just 
because a record number of Oklahomans signed an 
initiative petition [SQ 802] to force a statewide vote 
on full Medicaid expansion that could extend health 
coverage to a quarter-million Oklahomans? 

Trust the voters. It’s that simple.
3. Restore refundability of the Earned Income Tax 

Credit, eliminated in 2016 during the state’s largely 
self-inflicted [think: income and GPT tax cuts] bud-
get crisis.

The Legislature’s unconscionable decision was 
a dagger to the state’s working poor, costing those 
families about $250 a year – money sorely needed 
for the basics: groceries, gasoline, rent.

Even the bill’s author, then-Rep. Mark McCullough, 
now concedes it was a huge mistake.

“(R)efundability … is the key to its success,” he 
wrote in a recent Tulsa World op-ed. “Workers get a 
refund on their taxes even if they don’t pay income 
tax. It is an economic incentive to work” rather than 
“solely rely on welfare programs to try and get by.”

Living wage. Medicaid. EITC. Three easy ways to 
know whose side the Oklahoma Legislature is on 
during the 2020 session.
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Budget, Election Year
Pressures Greet Lawmakers

BY ARNOLD HAMILTON

2020 SeSSIon preVIeW

The 2020 legislative session convenes Feb. 3 
with more than its share of uncertainty.

Will it be heralded for tackling serious 
problems? Will it be lamented for political 

game-playing and inaction? Will it be remembered at 
all?

The more than 2,000 new bills recently introduced 
suggest any of the three scenarios are possible – some 
are inane, others deadly serious, and more than a few 
would transfer significant power from rank-and-file 
Oklahomans to the already powerful and well con-
nected.

Add to this year’s legislative stew two potentially 
bitter ingredients: state revenues are sagging – again 
– and it’s an election year.

Here’s a primer for the next four months:
BROTHER, CAN YOU SPARE A DIME?

Last year’s session was a breeze thanks to 2018’s 
hike in the Gross Production Tax. The cash infusion 
allowed lawmakers to make modest investments in 
vital state services, including K-12 and higher educa-

tion, and escape another round of Draconian cuts.
This year, however, agencies have been warned to 

expect standstill budgets, at best. Gov. Kevin Stitt 
wants serious belt-tightening, demanding FY 2021 
budget requests be lower than the current fiscal year.

With oil and gas activity down significantly, revenue 
estimates are hardly rosy: 

The State Board of Equalization projects lawmak-
ers will have $8.3 billion in state funds available for 
spending – a .1% [or $9.4 million] more than FY ’20.

Stitt hopes to recover $250 million in unspent one-
time funds from state agencies that can be redirect-
ed to key services – education, criminal justice and 
healthcare.

The state’s over-reliance on carbon-related taxes 
remains a cancer that threatens Oklahoma’s future 
prosperity. It’s difficult to imagine the 2020 Legisla-
ture making progress where four decades of Legisla-
tures haven’t.

That means, for example, retirees are not likely to 
get their first cost-of-living adjustments in a decade – 
immoral. [See Paul Shinn’s essay on Page 15 for more 
details.]

It’s important to remember, though, lawmakers are 
to blame for starvation budgets. Tax cuts that pleased 
the state’s wealthy donor class – approved under both 
Republican and Democratic leadership – left state fi-
nances more exposed than ever to the vicissitudes of 
the energy and agricultural markets.

Nothing short of fully restoring cuts to income and 
gross production taxes will give Oklahoma any long-
term relief. That is unlikely to happen so long as GOP 
statehouse leadership retains its grip on power. It re-
mains committed to the discredited Supply Side eco-
nomic theory, even though neighboring Kansas pro-
vides a sobering example of the havoc trickle-down 
wrought.

ATTACK OF THE WOOLY BOOGERS
Heading into session, we aren’t entirely sure whose 

ox is about to be gored – though early indications are 
it won’t be the 1%.

The GOP strategy clearly is to shift as much of the 
tax burden onto workaday Oklahomans and off the 
silk-stocking crowd as possible. Much of this is likely 
to be slipped into so-called “shell bills” – those intro-
duced without specific language or betraying intent. 

As the session nears its end, and budget negotia-
tions intensify, nasty “wooly boogers” are slipped 
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into measures in hopes the public – and many legisla-
tors – won’t catch them or absorb their implications.

Take note of two measures identifying Speaker 
Charles McCall, R-Antlers, as principal author – HB 
3826 and HB 3827 – both involving “initiative petition 
reform.”

GOP powers – and their big money donors – aren’t 
keen on rank-and-file Oklahomans exercising their 
constitutional right to the initiative process. It slows 
down the process of abetting polluters and locking 
the courthouse door to workaday Oklahomans.

Leadership isn’t hiding its entire agenda, of course.
Senate President Pro Tem Greg Treat, R-OKC, wants 

to eliminate the Merit Protection Commission [SB 
1718] which insulates state workers from the Leg-
islature’s worst, most partisan instincts – and helps 
cut down on patronage.

In addition, Treat’s SB 1775 advances Stitt’s scheme 
to fold the Oklahoma Turnpike Authority into the 
state Department of Transportation, authorizing the 
governor to appoint all six board members.

That would give one person, the governor, control 
over one of the state’s biggest awarders of contracts? 
What could possibly go wrong? Brother-in-law deals, 
here we come?

STEMMING THE VIOLENCE
Rep. Jason Lowe had hoped to block permitless 

carry from taking effect Nov. 1 via either the veto ref-
erendum or a lawsuit challenging its constitutional-
ity.

When neither succeeded, the OKC Democrat in-
stead filed HB 3357 that would repeal the new law.

He also introduced HB 3897 that would prohibit 
long-barrel firearms from being carried into restau-
rants, arguing it “isn’t good for business or the men-
tal health of the restaurant’s patrons.

“Oklahomans, especially children, veterans suffer-
ing from PTSD, people suffering from mental illness, 
should have the ability to enter a restaurant in Okla-
homa and not feel threatened or endangered by the 
presence of military-style weapons.”

Meanwhile, Lowe’s Democratic colleagues, OKC 
Rep. Jason Dunnington and Tulsa Rep. Melissa 
Provenzano, filed HB 2939 that would create a so-
called “Red Flag” aimed at getting guns, at least tem-
porarily, out of the hands of individuals determined 
to be potentially violent.

In addition, Dunnington hopes to restrict new sales 
of high-capacity gun magazines – the kind deployed 
with devastating consequence in mass shoots like 
the outdoor concert in Las Vegas. HB 2940 would set 
a 10-bullet limit on high-capacity magazines sold in 
the future.

As Dunnington put it last summer, “I believe Sec-
ond Amendment rights and common-sense gun re-
form are not mutually exclusive.”

Odds are long, of course, that Lowe’s or Dunning-
ton’s measures will gain much traction this session, 
especially given that most members of the GOP-dom-
inated Legislature are reliable votes for the NRA and 

gun manufacturers. 
But Republicans hoping to maintain their legisla-

tive supermajorities are playing with fire if they knee-
jerk resist any gun restrictions. 

It is worth noting that an ascendant political co-
hort is suburban, college-educated women – a driv-
ing force, for example, behind groups like the pro-gun 
safety Moms Demand Action.

DESERVING SERIOUS ATTENTION
Republican Daniel Pae and Democrats Merelyn Bell 

and Mickey Dollens are working to help address an 
epidemic of missing and murdered indigenous peo-
ple.

The measures grew out of an interim study that 
looked closer at staggering statistics: Murder is the 
third leading cause of death among native females 
ages 10-24 and nearly 6,000 American Indian and 
Alaska Native women and girls are listed as missing, 
according to recent National Crime Information Cen-
ter data.

Moreover, the National Institute of Justice reports 
84% of native women experience violence in their life-
time – 97% of which is perpetrated by non-natives. 
And the Seattle-based Urban Indian Health Institute 
has identified 506 cases of missing and murdered na-
tive women and girls since 2010 in 71 cities across 
the country.

Oklahoma is No. 10 nationally in the number of 
missing or murdered indigenous women, according 
to the UIHI report.

Bell’s HB 3892 and HB 3893, Pae’s 2847 and 2848 
and Dollens’ HB 3345 are aimed at helping local, 
state, federal and tribal systems work seamlessly to 
ensure murder and missing indigenous persons cas-
es don’t fall through the cracks.

Meanwhile, Dollens’ and Tulsa Rep. Monroe Nich-
ols’ HB 3347 could give student-athletes more con-
trol over their financial lives and modernize archaic, 
unfair rules that treat student-athletes differently 
than other scholarship students.

The “Fair Pay to Play” act could help pressure the 
NCAA into adopting an Olympics-style approach that 
allows student-athletes to cash in on their likeness 
or image.

How could they potentially profit? Through en-
dorsement deals. Being paid for signing autographs. 
Wearing Nike shoes or appearing in Adidas ads. Even 
producing YouTube videos on proper place-kicking or 
jump-shooting techniques?

Both Dollens and Nichols played NCAA Division I 
football – Dollens at Southern Methodist University, 
Nichols at Tulsa University. Both know what it’s like 
to juggle the demands of classroom and film room, 
practice field and cross-country travel, game playing 
and social life.

Both also know what it’s like to endure a labyrin-
thine world of NCAA rules that permits scholarships, 
meals and lodging but little else – including most op-
portunities to earn running-around money or to help 
provide critical support for their families.
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The proposed Oklahoma law would not be enough 
alone to compel the NCAA to change. But in concert 
with other states — California, for one, already passed 
a related law — it could lead to much-needed change.

WACKADOODLE MEASURES
If such an honor existed, Broken Arrow GOP Sen. 

Nathan Dahm would be a prohibitive favorite to win 
the Legislature’s 2020 Andy Warhol Award.

Regrettably, Dahm’s 15 minutes of pre-session 
fame are not the result of legislative heavy-lifting but 
of a frivolity that besmirches the reputations of se-

rious lawmakers 
earnestly seeking 
to solve real prob-
lems.

You might recall 
Dahm, a Broken 
Arrow Republi-
can, first grabbed 
headlines last fall 
when he proposed 
naming a stretch 
of Route 66 after 
President Trump.

Bipartisan, non-
partisan, partisan 
– didn’t matter 
– blowback was 
swift. Not sur-
prising, given the 
iconic Chicago-

Santa Monica route already is designated the Will 
Rogers Highway, honoring Oklahoma’s most famous 
son. Why honor a New Yorker better known for riding 
golden escalators?

After that trial balloon crashed, Dahm conjured 
up another dandy: “Make America Great Again” and 
“Keep America Great” license plates.

Ah, yes, nothing says “Oklahoma” quite like parrot-
ing Trump campaign slogans.

What’s next? Re-Elect Trump plates? President 4 
Life? Trump 4 Mount Rushmore? All Hail Trump?

Is Dahm simply trolling Democrats and never-
Trumpers? 

The fine print in his proposal suggests he actually 
is quite serious: For each specialty plate sold, $10 
would be sent to both the pro-veteran Folds of Honor 
and Warriors for Freedom foundations.

But, wait – as the infomercial pitchman screams – 
there’s more!

Dahm also is proposing a resolution that would 
give the Oklahoma Legislature the opportunity to 
declare 2020 the “Year of the Bible” and a law that 
would thwart Oklahoma municipalities from becom-
ing so-called “sanctuary cities.”

Unfortunately, history is rife with not-so-pleasant 
outcomes when a state embraces a particular reli-
gion, efforts persist nationally to break down the wall 
separating church and state.

One group, Project Blitz, shops so-called “model 
legislation” in efforts to create a Christian theocracy. 
One proposal would require “In God We Trust” signs 
to be posted in public schools and government build-
ings. Another would let religion trump science on 
school tests. Example: is the Earth 4.5 billion years 
old as science reveals or 6,000 as Christian funda-
mentalists insist? Either would be acceptable under 
the model legislation.

Dahm insists “we have turned away from the foun-
dational principles and truths that established our 
country. This resolution allows us to recognize the 
influence the Bible has on our land.”

This is the sort of nonsense you get during an elec-
tion year – a dog whistle of sorts to help turn out the 
GOP’s fundamentalist base.

One more thing to watch this session: Stitt claims 
he’s on the verge of announcing his alternative to the 
Medicaid expansion state. A Republican-dominated 
Legislature has worked nearly a decade on this costly 
problem and been unable to produce a workable al-
ternative.

It seems unlikely Stitt will succeed where others 
haven’t – especially if he pursues a block grant ap-
proach likely to further restrict working poor access 
to health care.

But … if the Legislature does approve Stitt’s alter-
native, you’ll know in a nanosecond what kind of 
session this was: one that will be remembered for its 
game-playing, not serious legislating. 
Observer Advisory Board member MaryAnn Martin 
contributed to this report.
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Why Are Oklahoma Lawmakers
 Still Resisting Death With Dignity?

BY CHADWICK COX

“Rational death” is the concept that individuals 
might decide to end their life based on satisfying 
some compelling reason, such as relief from a con-
tinuing painful life. Such individuals consider that 
they have a right to end their suffering. Too often, 
they do kill themselves in painful, undignified and 
lonely acts due to current laws written by lawmakers 
in disagreement with self-determination under these 
circumstances as being a right. That disagreement 
results from a religious bias.

Although there are probably many reasons that 
serve as the bases for a rational death, the following 
example is likely to be the most common one. Brit-
tany Maynard received a prognosis of a brain tumor 
that would kill her in a matter of months. She de-
cided that she would rather die under her own terms 
than go through an extended loss of her cognitive 

self and functioning skills before her inevitable and 
near death. She sought physician-assisted death 
but found in California at that time such assistance 
was illegal. She wanted a dignified death so refused 
to resort to the many ways one can end their life in 
a more lurid manner that many people are forced 
to do in other states with punitive laws related to 
rational death.

Brittany’s solution is what many others might 
want but for them is not workable given their cir-
cumstances. She moved to Oregon where that state 
had passed a Death with Dignity Act [DWDA] that 
allows physician-assisted death for a resident. She 
satisfied all the requirements, including establish-
ing residency, and planned a gathering of family and 
friends to be with her for her final goodbye.

Her husband has written of her passing: “Brit-
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tany’s passing was truly peaceful. She fell asleep five 
minutes after taking the life-ending medication. She 
passed away 30 minutes later exactly as she hoped: 
in my arms, in her bed, surrounded by the family, 
friends and pets she cherished. She died on her own 
terms. There was no anxiety, no fear – only love and 
appreciation as she fell asleep.”

That is the kind of passing many would want. I 
know I do, but I live in Oklahoma where physician 
assisted death is prevented by the threatened pros-
ecution of any physician that might help. So far, 
California, Colorado, District of Columbia, Hawaii, 
Maine, Montana, New Jersey, Oregon, Vermont and 
Washington have DWDA statutes, except that in 
Montana, physician-assisted dying was legalized by 
state Supreme Court ruling in 2009.

Several other states are likely to pass similar 
DWDAs in the near future. In Oklahoma, then-Rep. 
Steve Kouplen introduced such bills in 2015 and 
2016 but they were never heard in committee. 

Later, Sen. Gary Stanislawski introduced SB 108 
[subsquently co-authored by Rep. Sean Roberts] 
creating the Death Certificate Accuracy Act that 
required the certifier to list certain information. The 
bill was finally approved by vote of 33 Republicans 
versus nine Democrats and three Republicans. This 
became law when signed by Gov. Stitt on May 6, 
2019. The bill requires the death certificate show 
suicide – even if the death was meant to prevent the 
eminent cancer caused death.

Here’s Stanislawski’s explanation for the need of 
this listing:

“Causing the sick and vulnerable to feel that their 
lives are not worthy, or that they are a burden, sends 
the not-so-subtle message that – as former Colorado 
Gov. Richard Lamm once infamously put it – they 
have a “duty to die and get out of the way.” A prereq-
uisite for preventing the lethal practice of assisted 
suicide from gaining a foothold in Oklahoma is 
honest reporting of the actual cause of death so the 
perpetrators cannot hide what they have done.”

That is such an uninformed, paranoid and mean-
spirited comment about DWDAs. Does Stanislawski 
really think he is doing God’s work? For that matter, 
do all those Republicans voting for the bill and Gov. 
Stitt for signing it into law feel they are doing God’s 
work when in actual fact they are making the life of 
the survivor’s family and friends miserable.

The rationale for thinking that suicide should be 
prevented is sound when considering that youth can 
be overwhelmed with emotions when they do not 
know how to properly respond. Several disorders 
in adults, such as severe depression and PTSD, are 
treatable and can relieve suicidal tendencies.

However, being faced with certain death in a rela-
tively short time is another matter. Even that short 
time may be filled with real discomfort. Suicide 
prevention in those people with a death prognosis 
actually sounds irrational.

Even then, some states have laws that can make 

the surviving family uncomfortable as it does now in 
Oklahoma.

The states that have DWDAs are patterned after 
the law passed in Oregon in 1997. One public con-
cern in particular was the death procedure should 
be preceded by a rational and verified request from 
the individual wanting the death procedure. The law 
requires two physicians to interview and approve the 
applicant before being able to request a prescription.

In those states that have DWDAs, no physician is 
commanded to provide the sought-for agent to end 
life. In fact, the doctor must have the compassion 
and belief that his patient must want and need relief 
that death would bring. In fact, all persons involved 
in the procedure, including the pharmacist, must 
willingly participate. The individual must physically 
take the prescribed medicine unassisted.

Unlike Stanislawski’s assertion, these deaths 
are not considered suicide since they are inserted 
shortly before the less pleasant eminent death. No 
one involved in the procedure should be referred to 
as a perpetrator.

The agents used in assisted deaths are unavailable 
without a doctor’s prescription. The agents are cho-
sen because they put the individual to sleep before 
ending life. No painful death as with many poisons. 
No messes left like with guns, knives, nooses or 
leaps from high places for those deaths where the 
better agents are unavailable.

Oregon began its program in 1997, so has a large 
statistical base. The acceptance for the law has in-
creased with time both in Oregon as well as in many 
other states. Some of those states have adopted 
their own version of the procedure and others are 
trying to get their versions enacted. The number of 
people that chose the procedure compared to the 
total deaths has been near .4% since the beginning 
and similar results have been attained in the other 
states with DWDA like programs.

The most frequent reports of end of life concerns 
were loss of autonomy [nine out of 10], decreasing 
ability to do those things that make life enjoyable 
[9/10] and loss of dignity [6/10]. Of those receiving a 
prescription, about [6/10] consume the prescription 
and all die. Many of the rest were pleased to have 
that option but never felt compelled to take it. About 
90% that die do so at home, about 90% were with 
hospice, and about 60% had cancer.

This procedure is not right for many, but for oth-
ers the assisted death is a less anxious and very 
sure ending compared to all the other alternatives.

Will Oklahoma ever pass a DWDA? That is unlikely 
for the foreseeable future. The fact that all votes 
for SB 108 were from Republicans and the negative 
votes were all Democrats with a few Republicans is 
telling.

Republicans will not change the way they think 
and Democrats have a long way to go. This brings no 
hope for those of us in need.
Chadwick Cox lives in Norman.
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Can We All Get Along?
BY CAL HOBSON

And the answer is I guess not. Rodney King, 
not exactly Los Angeles’s nominee for Citi-
zen of the Year, during any year, uttered that 
query shortly after enduring a beating on 

Mar. 3, 1991, by four members of the City of Angels’ 
police force.

Unfortunately for the men in blue, the whole knock-
about was videotaped and that display of wrongdoing 
eventually sent them to prison, while King ended up 
in the hospital, badly injured but later the recipient 
of a multi-million dollar settlement. He later drowned 
while swimming in his own backyard pool.

That skirmish was 27 years ago and therefore, at 
best, the answer to my headline above is “probably 
not.”

Look, political factions are expected to wrangle and 
the candidates to parrot party lines and aggressively 
denigrate those taken by opponents while using ev-
ery legal method to win at the ballot box. I’m cool 
with all that but, having first run for an elected po-

sition 46 years ago, and survived mostly intact after 
being on various ballots 17 times, I know a bit about 
the intensity and focus that automatically arises in 
elections.

But I don’t like the developing trends. Here are a 
few reasons why:

1 Money and barrels of it, much of it untraceable 
to the donors, is the fuel that flames overly 
white hot, and often slanderous, commentary 
found in politics today.

Thanks to the 5-4 U.S. Supreme Court ruling in Cit-
izens United v. FEC, elections are often driven much 
more by money raised than the candidates them-
selves. The two best indicators as to the outcome of 
contested races for almost any office are: [1] incum-
bency and [2] who spent the most money or – and 
here is the problem – had the most money spent on 
their behalf by unknown, unaccountable, mostly un-
traceable, “dark money” groups.

Voters know what that term means but they just 
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don’t know who among their fellow citizens are the 
givers, both large and small. Perhaps the names So-
ros, Adelson, Koch, Bloomberg and a few thousand 
more are familiar to us, but just try and inform your-
self about their contributions to those who want to 
set public policy for the rest of us.

You might as well try to figure out where Jimmy 
Hoffa is buried.

2 The First Amendment is now used more as a 
cudgel than just simple words that provide the 
constitutional right for us to exchange ideas, 
differences and information.

Even more worrisome, journalists, in their role as 
conveyers of the thoughts of others, are often identi-
fied by some as “the enemy,” putting them perhaps in 
the same class as terrorists, thugs, lawbreakers and 
despots who treat a ballot box as though they alone 
have entree to it.

One should remember our most thoughtful and 
intelligent president, Thomas Jefferson, viewed the 
press in such high regard that he once said “a govern-
ment without newspapers or newspapers without a 
government I should not hesitate a moment to prefer 
the latter.”

And yet our second president also opined that 
“newspapers sit on a throne of lies” and “as for what 
is not true you will always find abundance in the 
newspapers.”

So what can be drawn from the intellectual insights 
about the news by one of our earliest presidents and 
the current holder of the highest office in the land? 
Both endured the slings and arrows of quill and pen, 
or now electronic ones. Neither man liked the criti-
cism but only one – Jefferson – would retain press 
over the presidency.

3 Hen’s teeth are apparently very rare but not 
as scarce as recent, fact-based visual debates 
between candidates and it seems to me the 
loftier the post being contested the less sub-

stance is to be found.
As an example, watch the Kennedy-Nixon debate 

of 1960 and then observe any segment of the Clin-
ton-Trump confab in 2016. Exactly 60 years ago, two 
thoughtful, experienced and informed leaders, men 
of wisdom, energy and education, were quizzed by 
one thoughtful and knowledgeable moderator. Seri-
ous people, serious times.

By comparison, in 2016, we observed a gaggle of 
candidates on both sides hurling personal attacks ga-
lore focused on personalities and flaws. Soap operas 
now versus a meaty version of C-SPAN back before it 
existed.

4 Getting along, of course, does not mean just 
going along. Example: today’s struggle be-
tween Gov. Kevin Stitt and many of Oklaho-
ma’s powerful Native American tribes.

Sometimes, even when words are impossible to 
interpret in more than one way, opposing forces opt 
to diverge in their opinions of the English language 
against logic and common sense because doing so 

serves other less obvious purposes. That is where 
Stitt has cornered himself today concerning gaming 
compact language.

Our governor has found his state agencies and the 
Legislature malleable, acceding to his manipulations 
and power accumulation. Therefore, he simply ex-
pected, without basis in fact, that independent, sov-
ereign, tribal nations would do the same.

Getting along with Stitt, who has relatively high ap-
proval ratings, means doing it his way even when the 
law, precedent, treaties and public opinion dictate 
otherwise.

5 And finally, as extreme examples of our inabil-
ity to find consensus through compromise in 
a political world, regardless of country, think 
about two, almost unique and unprecedented 

dramas playing out currently.
First, our best and brightest lawmakers, thought to 

be found in the United States Congress, have heard 
and presumably absorbed months, perhaps years, of 
information relating to the behavior, conduct and ac-
tions of President Trump. 

Same words, same witnesses, same documents, 
same testimony for all, Democrats and Republicans 
alike.

However, they could not have come to more differ-
ent conclusions driven exclusively and only by party 
label. Previous presidents who were impeached were 
done so on bi-partisan votes and President Andrew 
Johnson in 1868 was acquitted by only one vote with 
nine Democratic senators and 10 Republican ones 
voting no.

Second, and perhaps the most striking of examples 
that underscore Rodney King’s query about “getting 
along,” millions in the world have become transfixed 
while watching England’s Royal Family, The Wind-
sors, splintering before our very eyes.

A favored grandson of Queen Elizabeth, Prince Har-
ry, his American wife, Meghan Markle, and new son, 
Archie, found the lines of communication so unbear-
able, unacceptable and damaging in their lives that 
they have moved to Canada and have been stripped of 
certain titles, financial support, perks and privileges 
so treasured in the world’s longest ruling royalty. Mil-
lions may worship the Windsors from a distance but 
within Buckingham Palace, the sounds of disunion 
are deafening.

This example may seem trivial, dissimilar to others 
discussed above. Perhaps.

I use it to emphasize the depth, the pain, the life-
long rifts that “failure to communicate” can cause 
in even the most revered and respected of families, 
friends, organizations, political bodies, corporations, 
tribes, teams and other structures.

I use it to highlight what I hear in coffee shops, 
classrooms, churches, clubs and most anywhere that 
two or more Americans sit down to discuss the day’s 
current events. Conversations go like this: First per-
son allows that “I know this is true because I heard 
it on NPR” followed by second conversationalist re-
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sponding “just a bunch of liberal claptrap because 
Rush says so” followed by ... well, you know what.

Every four years, our country, the longest existing 
democracy, selects a president. Every four years pun-
dits opine that it is the most transformative, most im-
portant election ever and that failure to choose the 
right leader will surely destroy the United States of 
America as we know it.

I don’t know if any of that is true, but I do know, 
as a close observer of politics for seven decades, our 
citizens are more deeply divided on issues great and 
small, than at any other time in my memory. Foreign 
or domestic policy, the national debt, taxes, trust in 
government at any level, or simply whether our local 

town council member is on the take or not. Pick your 
poison because someone is always ready to pick a 
fight!

Democracy is both the best and most fragile of all 
forms of governing created by mankind. However, 
there is no guarantee it will go on forever. If you think 
so, ask the longest serving royal in the world, Queen 
Elizabeth II, about life’s guarantees. Her view may 
have recently changed on that as she putters around 
the hallowed halls of her home, muttering, “Can’t we 
all just get along here?”
Cal Hobson, a Lexington Democrat, served in the 
Oklahoma Legislature from 1978-2006, including 
one term as Senate President Pro Tempore.

Retired Public Servants Deserve COLA
BY PAUL SHINN

Retired Oklahoma state and local public servants 
have now gone a decade without a cost of living ad-
justment, while inflation has eaten away at their in-
come. For decades they taught our children, kept our 
streets safe, guarded prisons, fought fires, and pro-
vided essential health and social services. They dedi-
cated their lives to making our state better.

Now it’s past time to repay our debt to them. We 
should start on this by providing a long-overdue cost 
of living adjustment [COLA].

Public employment has long been a path to the mid-
dle class, particularly for women and people of color, 
who are better represented in government jobs than 
in the workforce as a whole.

Women older than 65 typically have 25% lower in-
come than men, and participating in traditional pub-
lic retirement systems narrows that gap. Pensions 
are equally important for blacks who lost wealth dur-
ing the great recession and afterwards. This group 
also typically has very low levels of retirement sav-
ings.

Robust retirement benefits help keep our retired 
public servants in the middle class. Inadequate ben-
efits can make it difficult or impossible to keep up 
with costs like health care, utilities, and food, let 
alone enjoying the “golden years.” This is particular-
ly a challenge for firefighters, highway patrol officers, 
and some teachers who were not allowed to partici-
pate in Social Security.

Oklahoma has made that challenge for retirees a lot 
harder over the last decade. In our state, retirees get 
a benefit increase only when approved by the Legisla-
ture. The last COLA was granted in 2008, more than 
11 years ago. The average state employee who retired 
that year had – and still has – a benefit of $1,303 per 
month. Since they retired, inflation has lowered the 
value of that benefit to $1,042 in today’s dollars.

Worse yet, premiums for retiree health insurance 
have climbed 42%, more than double the rate of infla-
tion. Health insurance alone can take up half or more 

of the monthly retirement check.
Most state, city, and school employees are required 

to participate in one of six state-operated retirement 
or pension systems. With the exception of some re-
cently hired state employees, all who serve long 
enough qualify for a defined benefit, which is a fixed 
monthly payment that depends on years of service 
and the salary earned in the last three to five years 
of a career.

Retirement benefits are paid from funds restricted 
only for retirement. The retirement funds come from 
four different sources. Employees pay a percentage of 
their monthly pay into the retirement fund. Their em-
ployers, like state agencies, school districts, or local 
police or fire departments, pay a percentage of pay-
roll. State taxes provide additional funding for some 
of the retirement funds.

All of these receipts are invested so that the bal-
ance of the fund grows enough to pay current and 
future retirement benefits.

According to the National Institute on Retirement 
Security, investment earnings pay nearly 55% of 
costs of pensions, so the state gets a great return on 
the first three sources of funds.

At a legislative study on COLAs, Rep. David Per-
ryman, D-Chickasha, stated, “You shouldn’t retire 
people into poverty … Our failure to approve a cost 
of living adjustment will put them there within a few 
short years.”

That’s not what we promised these public servants 
when they took their jobs, or when they retired. Rais-
ing the COLA by 4% would be a good step, but it only 
restores only about one-fifth of the purchasing power 
that retirees lost by retirees since their last COLA.

A COLA of at least 4% should must be enacted this 
year. It’s the right thing to do for our retired public 
servants. 
Paul Shinn is tax and budget analyst for the Oklaho-
ma Policy Institute; okpolicy.org. He also is a retired 
state employee.
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What Is Killing Oklahomans?
BY BOB JACKMAN

Mark Twain said, “Patriotism is supporting 
your country all the time and your govern-
ment when it deserves it.”

His wise counsel also can be applied to 
our state, where government is failing to tackle dead-
ly problems.

Did you know, for example, Oklahoma’s life expec-
tancy – 73.3 years – is the nation’s fourth lowest? Or 
that three of the five towns with the nation’s lowest 
life expectancies are in Oklahoma: Stilwell, Eufaula 
and Checotah – where residents, on average, can ex-
pect to live only 58 years?

These are Third World outcomes that can be laid 
at state government’s doorstep – the unsurprising 
result of woefully inadequate public health services, 
failure to protect air and water quality, and toxic poli-

tics shaped by an aversion to science and scientific 
method.

The devastating picture comes into sharp focus 
when considering the Grand River Dam Authority’s 
river park boondoggle, dangerous levels of toxic mer-
cury contaminating fish in public and private bodies 
of water, PFAS plumes at all major airports, and envi-
ronmental havoc wreaked by massive poultry opera-
tions.

Oklahoma’s poor life expectancy is, of course, 
usually blamed on lack of exercise, poor diets, high 
smoking rates, drug issues, suicide, alcohol-fueled 
car and motorcycle accidents, poverty-related stress, 
obesity and diabetics. You can add in air and water 
pollution, causes not often considered or examined 
by state health experts.
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Is it possible Stilwell, Eufaula and Checotah suffer 
Third World health problems because the air is so 
polluted and the water so degraded? Pollutants can 
act as harmful agent-triggers, accelerating the de-
mise of residents with serious health conditions.

Keep this hypothesis in mind as you also ponder a 
relatively new non-medical term: Deaths by Despair. 

Your “right to know” in the context of your work-
place and community environments is the legal prin-
ciple that the individual has the right to know the 
harmful chemicals to which they may be exposed 
in their daily living. It is embodied in federal law in 
the United States as well as in local laws in several 
states. The state of Oklahoma has a legal responsi-
bility to fully disclose all toxic, man-made chemicals 
and metals that its citizens are exposed to – but it 
fails to honor this rule of law!

MASSIVE POULTRY OPERATIONS     
Did you also know that northeastern Oklahoma is 

downhill and downstream from mega-tons of chicken 
litter produced yearly in northwest Arkansas’ Benton 
and Washington Counties 1,835 mega-sized poultry 
houses? Their combined capacity is 42 million chick-
ens a year. Each poultry house raises five to seven 
flocks per year, each including ... each flock is from 
40,000 to 60,000. Newer houses are 600 feet by 60 
feet, including necessary new water wells.

Chicken litter contains poop contaminants that 
present a potential threat to human health if permit-
ted to enter the food chain or water resources.

Plus, poultry veterinarians often use one or more 
of 17 different medicines including arsenic and anti-
biotics to keep birds healthy and protect against out-
breaks. Some of it ends up in litter blanketing the 
floors.

Unknown amounts of litter substances hazardous 
to humans are delivered to Oklahoma by rain run-off 
into the Illinois River Basin’s streams, seepage into 
aquifer groundwater and via airborne micro-particles.

Is this perfect storm of toxins contributing to short-
er life expectancy in Stilwell, for example?

A full-court science blitz could furnish answers, 
but Oklahoma’s elected officials fear independent ex-
aminations.

Consider this, from the Arkansas Natural Resourc-
es Commission’s Litter Spread Sheet: It is estimated 
250,000 tons of chicken litter are applied yearly to 
farmlands in counties in northwest Arkansas and 
southwest Missouri – all underlain by the Boone-Ru-
bidoux Freshwater Aquifer shared with northeastern 
Oklahoma.

Oklahoma officials have blinders on or simply 
choose to ignore groundwater pollution in Green 
County. The question arises: Has litter pollution in-
creased the degradation of northeastern Oklahoma 
streams as well as residential and community water 
wells? That’s unknown, due partly to a lack of in-
depth testing by Oklahoma Department of Environ-
mental Quality and the U.S. Geological Survey-Okla-
homa. Both agencies blame a serious lack of funding 

for the absence of such testing.
The $13 million Oklahoma Comprehensive Water 

Plan’s favorite buzzword – sustainability – actually 
omitted the importance of sustainability of ground 
water quality. It did not cover the danger from thou-
sands of Arkansas and Missouri poultry-house water 
wells draining and contaminating northeast Oklaho-
ma water wells.

It’s imperative that new expensive high-tech water-
quality tests be funded and used by the USGS in its 
in-progress North East Oklahoma Boone-Rubidoux 
Aquifer Study. The same is demanded from GRDA’s 
Comprehensive Water Source Program and the city of 
Tulsa’s Spavinaw River Basin municipal lakes.

What’s demanded is testing for [a] excess nitrogen, 
a toxic primary nutrient in chicken litter; [b] micro-
cystin to detect blue-green algae; and [c] heavy met-
als including mercury and lead and PFAS.

Science staffers at Oklahoma’s state agencies knew 
that poultry litter was degrading water quality, but 
their appointed administrators permitted an invasion 
of mega-poultry houses that proved environmentally 
destructive.

Are these industrial poultry houses part of what is 
killing Oklahomans?

Elsewhere in Oklahoma tests are needed for PFAS 
– polyfluoroalkyl family of man-made, forever highly-
toxic chemicals. Military records reveal Oklahoma’s 
five major airports all have PFAS soluble and highly 
mobile toxic plumes in their ground water.

How far has PFAS migrated throughout nearby 
neighborhoods in Tulsa, Oklahoma City, Midwest 
City, Altus and Enid?

Other states provide a road map for Oklahoma poli-
cymakers on why wider spectrum smart tests are the 
new normal. Ohio, for example, announced statewide 
tests for PFAS in the drinking water 1,500 public 
schools. Test-sampling hunted for man-made toxic 
substances, helping identify harmful chemicals not 
detected by standard testing.

Will Gov. Kevin Stitt fund wide-spectrum tests for 
lead, mercury and PFAS in Oklahoma’s 1,816 public 
schools drinking water from his $1 billion Rainy Day 
Fund?

If not, he may be teeing up more public health prob-
lems – especially in rural counties – fueling higher 
mortality rates and allowing mercury to impair stu-
dents’ IQs.

Oklahoma U.S. Sen. James Lankford was asked last 
year to help secure federal funds that would enable 
USGS-Oklahoma and ODEQ’s Water Quality Studies 
testing. No response.

Lankford did support spending $13 billion neces-
sary to build the USS Gerald R. Ford, the most expen-
sive aircraft carrier-war ship ever.

Where are his priorities?
MERCURY IN FISH

Did you know ODEQ’s annual water quality report 
now warns Oklahomans not to eat certain fish from 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 46
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Conservative Dems And Tax Reform
BY PAUL CARTLEDGE

Tax reform has a wonderful ring to it, but as long 
as Republicans rule it is not going to happen. In 
fact, we have not seen the end of Republicans tilting 
the tables to further enrich the wealthy.

Republicans hate taxes; taxes are the fuel democ-
racy runs on, and the oligarchs who fund the Repub-
lican Party hate democracy.

Majority rule – one man, one vote – is not a prin-
ciple embraced by the uber-wealthy. Republicans 
love and respect wealth. Wealth is de facto the realm 
of the few.

So, when the unwashed masses that comprise the 
majority vote for politicians who actually believe the 
rich should pay their fair share of taxes, the Repub-
lican reaction is to sabotage the system that enables 
majority rule.

They have succeeded to the point that the United 
States today is a plutocracy, government of the rich 
by the rich and for the rich. Money and the pursuit 
of wealth has so poisoned our values that democrat-
ic, Christian principles – caring for your neighbor 
and providing for the least among us – are antiquat-

ed concepts that have no place in American society 
today.

There is a faint hope that the 2020 elections will 
result in democratic majorities in both the Senate 
and the House, and a Democrat in the presidency. 
Should that come to pass, then one might imagine 
that tax reform is inevitable, that we can roll back 
the trillion-dollar-plus tax cut that Trump and the 
Republicans gifted to the wealthy.

There is a fly in the ointment in that a good num-
ber of Democrats serving in Washington are behold-
en to wealthy corporate donors.

Tax reform is needed at the federal and state levels 
if democracy is to survive the next decade. And 
while tax reform at the federal level is a remote pos-
sibility, it is a pipe dream in states like Oklahoma 
where the Republican Party is in complete control.

The majority of active members of the Oklahoma 
Democratic Party are over the age of 60, so the party 
is dying by attrition. Not all, but a vast majority of 
the persons comprising the Oklahoma Democratic 
Party fancy themselves as conservative Democrats. 
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Surprisingly, that moniker extends to some of the 
younger people who participate in the party at local 
levels.

Oklahoma Democrats have not broken out of 20th 
century paradigms in which the two parties’ major 
differences revolved around taxation and spending.

Oklahoma conservative Democrats seem oblivious 
to the fact that the Republican Party has pulled off a 
coup and that the minority party is in firm control of 
politics at national and state levels.

Oklahoma Democratic Party officials seem content 
to hold fundraisers to help campaigns of conserva-
tive Democrats who want to run against ultra-right-
wing Republicans who trounce them at election 
time. That behavior fits neatly into the adage about 
people who do the same thing over and over and 
expect a different outcome. It can be described by 
several unflattering adjectives.

Oklahoma Democrat Party members shudder at 
the notion of basing a campaign on the most press-

ing national issues of the day, like global warming, 
income inequality, universal health care, and the 
racial animus that divides our populous. This re-
mains true in the face of countless national polls 
that reflect that between 60% and 70% of Americans 
consider these issues important and in need of 
meaningful reforms.

Are Oklahoma voters that far out of touch with 
reality?

If the Oklahoma Democratic Party is to ever have 
any meaningful role to play in Oklahoma politics, it 
is imperative the party offers the voters something 
other than vanilla conservatism. Granted, politicians 
who would embrace these progressive ideals will be 
lambasted by the state’s media titans and will have 
little chance of winning many seats in the near term. 
But what have they got to lose?

The only way to go from here is up.  
Durant resident Paul Cartledge is former chair of 
the Bryan County Democratic Party.

Trump And A Free Press
BY KEN NEAL

In 1733, a little publication called the New York 
Weekly Journal criticized the governor and got the 
editor in big trouble.

That’s not unknown our day. I have been in trouble 
with a number of governors through the years.

But because of the precedent set by that obscure 
printer, we in the media have the right, nay, the obli-
gation, to criticize elected officials.

Who was he? He is not well known to the public, 
but he is a hero to journalists. He was John Peter 
Zenger, a German immigrant. In his world of the 
early 18th century, simple publication of informa-
tion opposed to the government was libel per se.

His publication listed actions of the corrupt royal 
governor, William S. Cosby, and accused the govern-
ment of rigging elections and allowing the French 
enemy to explore New York harbor.

It accused the governor of crimes and more or less 
called him an idiot. Zenger didn’t write the articles; 
he just published them.

In 1733, he was charged with libel. Since publica-
tion of information opposed by the government was 
libel under the law, it seemed that the case against 
Zenger was open and shut.

When his trial began, the courtroom was jolted 
by the appearance of the most famous lawyer in the 
colonies, a fellow named Alexander Hamilton, who 
admitted that Zenger had published the articles but 
demanded the prosecution prove them false.

“It is not the cause of one poor printer,” he 
claimed, “but the cause of liberty.”

The judge ordered the jury to convict Zenger if 
they believed he printed the stories, but the jury 

returned in less than 10 minutes with a not guilty 
verdict. Zenger and Hamilton were heroes. Although 
freedom of the press came with the First Amend-
ment to the Constitution more than 50 years later, 
the Zenger trial had set the American press on the 
road to freedom.

Perhaps you see the parallel between that colonial 
government and the Trump administration. Both 
are corrupt; both hate criticism; both dealt with a 
foreign government in ways that would hurt their 
country.

Forward to today. Once again, the Free Press is 
being attacked by Trump’s boys, not by words but by 
action.

Because one NPR reporter had the temerity to 
insist Secretary of State Mike Pompeo answer ques-
tions about the Ukrainian scandal, another NPR 
reporter was removed from the list of reporters al-
lowed to cover Pompeo’s trip to Ukraine.

It’s not the first time Trump has punished the 
press. He revoked CNN reporter Jim Acosta’s White 
House privileges only to be ordered by a judge to 
return them. Trump regularly punishes the press in 
word and deed.

Trump applauded Pompeo for his crude and rude 
treatment of the NPR reporter who asked the tough 
questions. [Never answered by Pompeo, by the way.]

Sadly, many people in the public dislike the media 
so much that they side with Trump. White House 
denizens reportedly laughed and applauded Trump’s 
boorish remarks.

But the media, particularly the press, doggedly re-
CONTINUED ON PAGE 47
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FEBRUARY 20, 2020
BY ROGER RENSVOLD

The suspense of Trump’s impeachment was 
killing me. I called my friend Winnie, aka The 
Reverend Mother Bronwyn of Crosstimbers, 
and asked for a glimpse into the future.

After smudging the house, chanting the incanta-
tions and killing a black rooster, we sat nude in the 
middle of her pentagram, peering into her crystal 
ball. First, we saw the immediate future.

Every single Republican senator, all 51 of them, 
voted to retain Donald Trump in office. Their solemn 
faces betrayed not a single trace of doubt or shame.

Katy Tur, covering the vote for MSNBC, abruptly 
went to commercial break. In the crystal ball, we 
could see her run into the corridor and puke. Katy 

made it look perky-cute.
Winnie I stared at each other. “Why?” I asked. “Let’s 

find out,” she replied, rubbing the ball with a black 
silk scarf. “Cogitationes vestras revelare!”

First, we saw Sen. Lindsey Graham of South Caro-
lina, slumped behind his office desk. We heard his 
thoughts: “The shit a man’s gotta do. But after all 
these years, nobody’s gonna run me out of the Senate. 
If the folks back home wanna go Klan, f***’em, I’m all 
in for the Klan. After all, George Wallace started out 
as a reformer, but got stomped in his first primary by 
some race-baiter. It learned him. He said, ‘I decided, 
ain’t nobody never gonna out-n****r ol’ George!’ And 
ain’t nobody never gonna out-Trump ol’ Lindsey.”

Post-Acquittal Future Could Be Ugly For GOP
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Next, we saw Sen. Mitch McConnell sitting in front 

of a fire in his Georgetown brownstone, talking to 
his wife. “God, I hate Donald. Such an uncouth man; 
back home in the Bluegrass, he’d be horsewhipped. 
But if we’d thrown him out of office, then the party 
would have split between the Romney pinkos and the 
Tiki-Torchers. We’d lose any chance of ever steering 
this country away from the socialist ditch that AOC, 
Warren, Sanders and the other girls want to put us 
in.”

Next, we saw Sen. Mitt Romney in a first-class Unit-
ed seat, on his way home to Utah. He was staring pen-
sively out the window at the desert mountains, appar-
ently thinking about what he’d write in his memoirs. 
Winnie and I eavesdropped.

“Trump was, according to most scholars, the most 
corrupt, least qualified person to ever be president. 
He was totally unsuited for the role of Commander-
in-Chief. But the Senate reasoned that future presi-
dents would not be like him. They would be strong, 
smart, capable, and badly in need of the power to deal 
swiftly and firmly with emerging threats. Removing 
Trump, and normalizing impeachment as a political 
tactic, would have taken that power away; from not 
only Trump, but also from all of his successors. It 
would have endangered the Republic.”

“So what happens next?” I asked the Winnie.
She muttered something in Latin and breathed on 

the ball, then wiped away the mist with the pelt of a 
black cat. It didn’t work. The people we saw seemed 
to be jerking around at random, and we heard noth-
ing but white noise. “We have a bandwidth problem,” 
she said. “Let me get a larger ball and another chick-
en. You wait here in the pentagram, there’s a karmic 
shitstorm raging outside it.”

“I don’t see or feel anything.”
“Lucky you.”
She was back in a minute, and placed the crystal 

ball on the outstretched left wing of the still-twitch-
ing bird. “Let’s try this. We’ll look at things in the 
future that aren’t moving around, and don’t have 
any sound associated with them. Like newspapers. 
Crastina nuntium legere!”

The New York Times, Friday, Nov. 4, 2020:
CRUSHING DEFEAT FOR GOP
Sanders Receives Historic Mandate
Dems Gain 100 House, 10 Senate Seats
We looked at each other. “Well, that’s something,” I 

said. “Can we see the editorial page?”
“We can try. Epistolas legere!”
We couldn’t read the small print, but we could make 

out the titles of the various op-ed pieces.
Trump’s Legacy; An Imperial Presidency
‘Abolish Filibuster,’ Bern Demands; Senate Com-

plies
Official DC Berns
Professors, Activists Take Over Agencies

The Progressive Apocalypse Is Here
Gun Owners Scramble To Hide Weapons
“Can we scan ahead a few weeks?”
BERN BANS INTERSTATE SALE OF GUNS
Emergency Power Act Invoked
Riots Across the South; States File Federal Law-

suits
“Can we follow just that thread?” 
“Maybe, if we concentrate.”
COURT: GUN BAN UNCONSTITUTIONAL.  
BERN WILL IGNORE RULING
Bern To Roberts: ‘Go Ahead, Impeach Me!’
HHS Secretary AOC to SCOTUS: ‘FUMFs!’
“And so the language of acronyms continues to 

evolve.”  
“Apparently.”
“Let’s see what else is going to happen.”
The further we got away from the present, the less 

legible the text became. Soon we were reading only 
the headlines of unknown future dates. 

AL, MS DECLARE SECOND CIVIL WAR
Bern Sends Three Airborne Divisions, Special Forc-

es
Cyber Command Shuts Down Internet, Electricity 

Across South
CHURCHES LOSE TAX EXEMPTIONS
Bishops, Ministers March On Washington
DOE Sec Chomsky: ‘Pray About It.’
NEW HATE SPEECH LAWS GO INTO EFFECT
Ex-Pres Trump Arrested
Giuliani, Barr, Trump Family Flee Country
CIVIL WAR W II OVER IN 10 DAYS
AL, MS Lawmakers Dead, Under Arrest
Ten Million Guns Collected, Destroyed
UKRAINE JOINS NATO, WILL HOST US TROOPS
GOP Senators Call Action ‘Warmongering’
Bern To Critics: ‘Impeach Me!’
BERN STATIONS NUKES IN BALTIC STATES
Putin Asks for Summit
Bern: ‘Tell Your People To Call Our People’
M4A TO COVER SEX CHANGE
AOC: ‘This Is America. Be What You Want To Be.’
SENATE APPOINTS FIRST WICCAN CHAPLAIN
Twenty GOP Senators Walk Out On Opening Ritual
Sen. Graham Spattered With Chicken Blood, Faints
CIVIL WAR II TREASON TRIALS BEGIN
Federal Death Penalty Reinstated For Defendants
SCOTUS: Law Is Ex Post Facto, Unconstitutional
Bern to SCOTUS: ‘Impeach Me!’
“Damn, Winnie,” I said to the Rev Mom, “all of this 

gave me a headache. Got any Tylenol?”
“How ‘bout some industrial-strength weed?”
We lit up and ritualistically passed the bong back 

and forth over the dead chicken. “So all this began – ”
“Will begin – ”
“Will begin when the Senate fails to remove Trump 

from office. Shouldn’t you warn them?”
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“They wouldn’t believe me.”
“Could you do a working to make them believe 

you?”
“Maybe.”
“If you could make them believe you, would you 

warn them?”
The Reverend Mother smiled beatifically. “No. I’m 

looking forward to smudging the Senate and killing 
some black roosters there.”
Roger Rensvold, a Democratic precinct chairman in 
Midwest City, fought in Vietnam, flew experimental 
helicopters, taught in a Hong Kong university, and 
published original research in scholarly journals. 
He has never, to his knowledge, published fiction.

Shame Of
The Senate
BY JOE CONASON

Well before completing his first term, President 
Donald Trump firmly established himself as the 
worst president in American history, which should 
surprise nobody. What we have seen this week sug-
gests that many of the senators now hearing his 
impeachment trial will join him in historic infamy.

From the very beginning of Trump’s impeachment, 
a majority of Republican senators have indicated 
that they would not dare to sanction his unmistak-
able wrongdoing.

The Republicans stood mutely as Senate Majority 
Leader Mitch McConnell, R-KY, told the nation that 
he would manage the trial in lockstep with the presi-
dent’s lawyers. They said nothing when the presi-
dent brushed aside the constitutional separation of 
powers and the prerogatives of Congress by with-
holding all evidence and witnesses. They pretended 
to believe McConnell when he promised to conduct 
the trial fairly, and apply the same standards and 
procedures seen during the impeachment of former 
President Bill Clinton. And then, knowing that Mc-
Connell planned to railroad Trump’s acquittal, they 
falsely swore an oath to do “impartial justice.”

During the first two days of the trial, as the House 
Democrats set forth the facts and the law, Republi-
can senators have done little to redeem themselves 
and much to betray that oath. Some of them have 
violated Senate rules in departing early from the 
long sessions mandated by their own leadership. 
Some have rudely made a show of ignoring the case 
presented by the House managers – including Sens. 
Marsha Blackburn, R-TN, who brazenly perused a 
book on the Senate floor; Rand Paul, R-KY, who doo-
dled on a pad; and Richard Burr, R-NC, who amused 

himself with a fidget spinner. Those juvenile acts 
likewise made a mockery of their responsibilities.

Others have acted out in ways that revealed the 
truth their party now aims to conceal. So Sen. Ron 
Johnson, R-WI, a member of the Senate Ukraine 
Caucus, leaped up from his seat red-faced when one 
of the impeachment managers displayed a bipartisan 
letter he had signed in 2016 demanding the removal 
of Ukraine chief prosecutor Viktor Shokin. That let-
ter decisively disproves Trump’s central accusation 
against former Vice President Joe Biden – and badly 
embarrassed Johnson, who later said that he didn’t 
remember signing it and had been misled.

He looked like a fool, but that isn’t news either.
Perhaps the most egregious conduct in the Sen-

ate so far, aside from McConnell’s scheming to fix 
the trial, can be laid to Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-SC. 
His longtime association with the late John McCain 
encouraged mistaken assumptions about his char-
acter that he is now disproving every day. While he 
connives with McConnell to conceal the evidence of 
Trump’s impeachable conduct, he must endure the 
continuous playback of video clips that prove his 
monumental hypocrisy, cynicism and bad faith.

Back when he was an eager young House manager, 
hoping to make a name for himself by prosecuting 
Clinton’s sexual peccadilloes, Graham delivered im-
passioned pleas to the Senate, demanding attention 
and fairness.

“Do justice to the case,” he said to the senators 
who might have decided to acquit Clinton in ad-
vance. “Don’t decide the case before the case’s end.” 
While he now excuses and even defends Trump’s 
stonewalling, Graham said in 1998 that a president 
who defies congressional subpoenas is subject to 
removal from office.

“The day Richard Nixon failed to answer that 
subpoena is the day that he was subject to impeach-
ment,” Graham intoned, “because he took the power 
from Congress over the impeachment process away 
from Congress, and he became the judge and jury.” 
Such an arrogant presumption describes precisely 
what Trump has done more brazenly than Nixon ever 
dared, yet Graham and his Senate colleagues don’t 
even whisper an objection.

Four years ago, Graham predicted that if Republi-
cans were to nominate Donald Trump for president, 
their party “would be destroyed” and “would deserve 
it.” His defense of Trump, even knowing the crimes 
perpetrated by him, is destroying the reputation of 
Graham and every other Republican senator impli-
cated in the cover-up. They could restore a sem-
blance of probity by reversing course on subpoenas 
of witnesses and documents, but that seems un-
likely.

Instead they are engraving the shame of the Sen-
ate, once the world’s greatest deliberative body, on 
their own souls.
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I am watching this movie about a mob boss who is 
on trial for really serious crimes, but somehow he 
figures out a way to get a bunch of his accomplices 
in the crimes on the jury for the trial – can you be-
lieve that?!

And get this, the foreman of the jury has a wife 
who actually works in a really high level and high 
paying job for the mob boss! She literally owes her 
job to the mob boss, and the court still allowed this 
guy to be on the jury! I know, right!

The evidence against the mob boss is overwhelm-
ing. There are even tapes of him saying and doing 
things that he and his defense lawyers claim he 
never said and did. In one of the tapes he is caught 
telling some of his associates [criminally indicted 
associates whom the mob boss denies even know-
ing – never even talked to them he says] to get rid 
of a woman who is getting in the way of his criminal 
schemes. He tells them to “take her out.” Later he 
tells another person that “she’s going to go through 
some things.”

This movie reminds me so much of The Godfather, 
really.

Through his corrupt power over key persons in the 
justice system who are compromised and complicit 
in the crimes of the mob boss, he ends up having 
control over people who are related to the trial who 

could force him to turn over incriminating docu-
ments, but they won’t turn on the mob boss. They 
are probably afraid that if he goes down, so will they.

All the mob boss’ lawyers can do in his defense 
is attack and try to intimidate the prosecutors, but 
it doesn’t really matter because in the end the mob 
boss’ lawyers know that they have enough of the 
mob boss’ accomplices on the jury.

There a lot of witnesses to the crimes, and the 
mob boss would do almost anything to keep these 
witnesses off the stand. The mob boss has told the 
witnesses that they should not testify, and the wit-
nesses who had the courage to testify in the pre-trial 
hearings were intimidated by the mob boss, believe 
it or not, while they were on the stand! To make mat-
ters even worse, the jury in the trial has said they 
won’t even listen to any witnesses or listen to any of 
the tapes, and the judge seems OK with it!

I am having trouble watching the movie to the end 
because it seems so crazy and unrealistic, but I have 
watched so much already, I guess I will have to see 
how it ends. I just hope no one ends up sleeping 
with the fishes.
Mark Y.A. Davies is the Wimberly Professor of So-
cial and Ecological Ethics and director of the World 
House Institute for Social and Ecological Responsi-
bility at Oklahoma City University.

BY MARK Y.A. DAVIES

I’m Watching This Movie
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Policy, Party, Person
BY RANDOLPH M. FEEZELL

An astute political philosopher [and friend] 
described a moment during a university de-
bate about the last Texas senate race. As my 
friend reported, one of his right-wing col-

leagues, a Trump supporter, an otherwise decent and 
principled man, endorsed a kind of decision proce-
dure or formula when faced with a choice of candi-
dates: “policy first, party next, and person third.”

The procedure helped clarify something I still find 
baffling, probably because of an overly idealistic view 
of the way people make judgments about political 
matters. 

Our president is a loathsome human being – that 
much is clear. We need not enumerate [as has been 
done so often] his vices, nor do we need to describe 

[once again] the disgraceful actions that have been 
the behavioral expressions of these vices.

For me, the content of Trump’s character outweighs 
other relevant factors that citizens and voters might 
consider when deciding whether he deserves our po-
litical and moral support – or whether he deserves to 
be removed from office. Why do people – good people, 
decent people – still support Trump? Do they have a 
formula that puts character last?

In 2016 Trump claimed he could stand in the middle 
of 5th Avenue in New York, shoot somebody, and he 
wouldn’t lose voters. Three years into his presidency, 
we must admit that he was probably right.

Any of Trump’s words or actions that we find rep-
rehensible would be outweighed by whatever factors 

deCISIon 2020
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Dear Everyone [but especially my political 
friends]:

I can barely handle scrolling through my social 
media anymore. 

One thing has become crystal clear to me. 
Many of you are actively undermining your prin-
ciples by dragging people who share [and are ac-
tively fighting for] the vast majority of what you 
believe in.

Listen, we are all flawed. If you expect perfec-
tion from others, you are always going to end up 
disappointed. You can’t be taken seriously if you 
make an enemy out of everyone.

Remember that you’re not perfect, nor are 
your opinions. There are really bad people in this 
world; if you must pick fights, pick fights with 
them.

Please Don’t Eat Your Own
Here’s an excercise: go through your Facebook 

feed. How many of your posts are negative? How 
many are trashing or vaguebooking people who 
should be your allies?

Has sadistically shaming someone ever made 
you truly feel better? Wouldn’t that energy be 
better spent on positively promoting things you 
believe in? Couldn’t you spend that time fighting 
people who sincerely want to tear down every-
thing you stand for?

If you see yourself in this post, you’re meant 
to. I’m not dragging you, I’m imploring you. I 
love your fire and passion. I want to see it pro-
ductively focused.
Michael Whelan is a Tulsa attorney, political con-
sultant and former Tulsa County Democratic Par-
ty chair.

Trump voters take to be overriding. The formula men-
tioned above identifies these factors: policies first, 
party next, person last.

Moral character is a third wheel. The bullets con-
tinue to fly.

I have no doubt that the procedure is, as a matter 
of fact, used by many of Trump’s supporters. We have 
heard it, especially among Republicans in the Sen-
ate and House. They don’t support his lying, bullying, 
name-calling, and occasional cruelty, or his attack on 
democratic institutions. But they support his poli-
cies, and he’s a Republican [in some new Trumpist 
sense].

Republican politicians and voters seem to be say-
ing: He may be a demagogue, but he’s our dema-
gogue, and at least he has the right enemies. We can 
live with his “flaws” [an understatement] as long as 
he can get things done, make America great again, 
drain the swamp, and help Republicans at the ballot 
box.  We’re willing to overlook the ways he has trans-
formed the central tenets of the Republican Party 
[unlike other conservatives who have run away from 
the Trumpist GOP].

Thus the PPP principle, as I’ll call it, functions as a 
decision procedure and a rationale [rationalization?] 
for supporting Trump. Given its apparent prevalence 
among Trump’s allies, the principle deserves our at-
tention.

First, the principle oversimplifies the elements con-
tained in each of the supposedly most important and 
well-defined categories. The range of relevant policies 
is quite large and the differences across the major 
parties may not clearly delineate a party choice.

For example, one of my [thoughtful] friends is, as 

he says, a hardcore defender of the Second Amend-
ment [he’s a hunter], an ardent supporter of Israel, 
against useless wars, hates PC language, and agrees 
with the Trump administration that China is screw-
ing us in trade. Trump supporter?

No. My friend is a Democrat who disagrees with 
Trump on healthcare, education, immigration, cli-
mate change, and the role of science in public policy. 
He also finds Trump despicable as a person. [More on 
that later.]

The reference to “policies first” is simply unhelpful; 
it underdetermines a voter’s choice since the range of 
policies is so wide and the relative importance of the 
various policies is unstated. The PPP principle leaves 

BY MICHAEL WHELAN
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us with a difficult decision; it doesn’t produce an un-
ambiguous voter preference.

Something similar could be said for the reference 
to a political party. As many pundits have pointed 
out, a majority of voters are largely sympathetic to 
the progressive economic ideas associated with the 
Democratic Party. Yet many of these same voters find 
themselves more at home in the cultural atmosphere 
of the Republican Party when it comes to “God, guns, 
and gays,” abortion, same-sex marriage, and recre-
ational weed.

Voters who are disturbed by the influence of 
the rich on our politics may also despise 
what they see as the lofty liberal cultural 
elitism found on college campuses, in the 

entertainment industry, on the pages of the New York 
Times, and in the Democratic Party. How does the for-
mula help such voters choose which party deserves 
their support? A reference to party is more politically 
messy than some think.

So there are practical difficulties in applying the 
PPP principle as a decision procedure in the hope 
that the best candidate, given a voter’s preferences, 
is identified in the process. However, there are deeper 
problems with the principle.

We are thinking about reasons for supporting one 
candidate over others. The principle attempts to 
identify the pertinent factors we should consider. It 
seems to me there are at least two other consider-
ations, more abstract but extremely important, and 
suitably related, that are significant: worldview and 
political philosophy. Therefore, the PPP principle is 
incomplete.

Most of us have some notion of the meaning of 
a worldview. It consists of a complex set of funda-
mental beliefs and commitments that form the basis 
for how we live, what we value and desire, how we 
interact with others, fix our beliefs [where we look 
for knowledge, and construct our self-identity, and 
which shapes our hopes and purposes.

A worldview grounds basic attitudes and emotions: 
Optimism, pessimism, resignation, cynicism, love, 
trust, guilt, hope.

A worldview attempts to answer the central ques-
tions of human life. What exists? How can I attain 
knowledge? How should I act and live? What is hu-
man nature? What can I hope for?

Suppose I’m considering two candidates. One’s 
worldview is influenced by various arguments for de-
terminism [psychological, historical, neuroscientific] 
and sees politics as a way to address the inequalities 
of the natural lottery by helping people to overcome 
obstacles. Another candidate has a broader notion 
of human agency, an uninhibited conception of free 
will, and views government primarily as a way to pro-
tect negative freedom and natural rights.

Or consider a candidate who is an evangelical 
Christian and whose theocratic view of the relation 
between church and state guides her policies. An-
other candidate’s study of evolutionary biology, phys-

ics, and world religions informs a more expansive re-
ligious pluralism that sees a danger, politically and 
socially, in exclusivist forms of religion.

It matters for our judgment when we find out that 
former Speaker Paul Ryan’s worldview has been pro-
foundly influenced by Ayn Rand’s views of human 
nature, morality, and economics; or that Barack 
Obama’s worldview and politics were influenced by 
M.L. King, Saul Alinsky, and Reinhold Niebuhr.

These examples show there is an intimate connec-
tion between a worldview and a political philosophy, 
although the relation may not always be explicit and 
may be hard to excavate on the campaign trail. If a 
candidate identifies as a libertarian or a democratic 
socialist we know a great deal about how that can-
didate construes the proper role of government and 
what values are taken to be most basic: liberty or 
equality or some conception of justice.

One reason for thinking the original list of relevant 
factors [policies, party, person] is incomplete is be-
cause the first two factors, at least, are derivative.  
Given a candidate’s policy positions and party mem-
bership, we might wonder why a candidate adopts 
these positions. Why is the candidate a member of a 
particular party? The answer directs us toward some-
thing more basic about the candidate’s view of the 
world and the values endorsed in a certain view of the 
relation between the individual and the state.

Policies are aspirational; their successful im-
plementation is dependent on the dirty con-
tingencies of history, political power, and 
democratic compromise. Policies may hide 

the art of the possible. We may learn more about a 
politician by looking deeper. The PPP principle ig-
nores this.

Moreover, the principle ignores relationships that 
may obtain between or among the elements. It treats 
the factors as if they are isolated variables that must 
be weighed independently. In doing this, the principle 
attempts to solve the problem of weighting [weighing 
the relative importance of the factors] in an arbitrary 
[apriori] way. Why put principles first, party next, and 
person last? Why just this order?

Both of these problems – the assumed indepen-
dence of the variables and their relative weight – 
emerge in an especially acute way when we consider 
Trump, because of the relationship between the par-
ticular person and his deeper commitments. We can’t 
separate his character from his worldview, which 
generates and informs his policies, and expresses his 
governing philosophy.

What is foundational in Trump’s view of the world? 
I have argued in these pages that in the case of 
Trump, the personal and the political are connected 
in an essential way. These connections are rooted in 
his overriding narcissism: As an asshole, he thinks 
he’s entitled to ignore moral norms and treat others 
shamefully. As a bullshitter, he’s unconcerned with 
truth. As a chauvinist, his egoism is expressed both 
individually and in his preferences for the group with 
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which he identifies: his sex [he can grab women’s 
genitals if he pleases], his race, and his nation.

The ABC’s of Trump – asshole, bullshitter, and 
chauvinist – are essential aspects of his character. 
These personal traits are internally related to his 
authoritarian, anti-democratic sensibilities and his 
anti-constitutional actions and policies [for example, 
his immigration policies], as well as his political phi-
losophy. His character helps explain his tendency to 
praise and feel kinship with other authoritarians.

Trump’s nationalism is more basic than the policies 
that relate to this part of his worldview: tariffs, anti-
immigration, rejection of trade and climate change 
agreements, the negation of treaties that he finds in-
imical to national interests.

An important aspect of his worldview is what 
might be called his ruling metaphor: life as 
a kind of game. In life there are winners and 
losers – a grotesque way of sorting the worth 

of people. The game of life is played without commit-
ment to conventional rules; no honor, no integrity, 
no sense of community, no notion of justice. Lying 
and cheating as a way of life – in business and as a 
way of governing. We live in a nasty Hobbesian world 
ruled by self-interest – so you have to be ruthless, a 
“killer,” as Trump’s dad taught him, in business, the 
pursuit of celebrity, governing, and relationships to 
others.

For Trump, the fundamental categories of life are 
the balance sheet, ratings, fame, and the final score. 
Within the nexus of the grounding categories that are 
central to his worldview, we understand his policies 
and political philosophy. The elements are insepara-
ble. His impeachment is the predictable result of who 

he is as a man and how he sees the world.
The idea of separating various factors indexed by 

the PPP principle and making each a respectable, in-
dependent basis for overlooking the moral disaster 
of Trump’s character is a counsel of despair. It’s cer-
tainly not the product of political wisdom.

My reason for thinking the content of Trump’s char-
acter outweighs other relevant factors is that charac-
ter infects all else. My argument focuses of relations.

In calling Trump “morally lost and confused,” the 
editor of Christianity Today may have been thinking 
relationally or he simply may have had enough of 
the intrinsic badness of Trump’s character, given his 
Christian worldview. The editor may have finally rec-
ognized, in the words of John McWhorter, that a truly 
inferior person is leading our country.

A professor at Tarleton State University in Stephen-
ville, TX, offers a final response to the principle. “ … 
[E]ven if I agreed with his policies 100%, he’s [Trump] 
such a despicable human being that I would be op-
posed to him being president. The damage he does 
to the moral character of our culture and institutions 
and to our relations to the rest of the world far out-
weighs any policy agreements I might have with him.”

Trumpsters should reject the pseudo-formula that 
allows them to overlook the most basic moral require-
ments for being a political leader. In Trump we have 
a living counterexample to the PPP principle and an 
answer to the question: how bad must a person be to 
outweigh the importance of the policies with which 
one happens to agree?
Randolph M. Feezell, PhD, grew up in northwestern 
Oklahoma and is professor emeritus of philosophy 
at Creighton University in Omaha, NE.

Time For Democrats To End Caucuses
BY FROMA HARROP

“It is quite astonishing to see with what deadpan 
and neutral a tone our press and television report 
the open corruption – and the flagrantly anti-demo-
cratic character – of the Iowa caucuses.”

I quote the late Christopher Hitchens because I 
couldn’t put it better.

In a primary, eligible voters can show up anytime 
while polls are open, cast anonymous ballots and 
go home. In the caucuses, they must show up on a 
winter night and spend several hours jostling with 
neighbors and strangers as they show support for 
one candidate or another.

This setup favors activists who are not deterred by 
snow, cold and the dark. They tend to be educated 
and have the luxury of free evening hours. They’re 
also aggressive and skilled in working the intrica-
cies of the caucus process.

The caucuses disfavor working people who must 
juggle two children and three jobs. Add to that any-

one who works nights at McDonald’s or drives an 
Uber after hours. Or who depends on a public trans-
portation system that slows down in the evening.

The obvious winners in this unfair setup are can-
didates with passionate followers. Bernie Sanders 
has notably been a beneficiary. In 2016, he did bet-
ter in the caucuses, where his activists could exert 
control, than in the primaries, where a wider elector-
ate cast simple ballots without pressure.

Caucuses routinely suppress voter participation, 
according to the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights 
Under Law. In 2016, turnout at the Iowa caucuses 
was under 16%, whereas the New Hampshire primary 
attracted 52% of eligible voters.

Washington state, which held both a caucus and a 
primary in 2016, offered a real-world contrast of the 
two. In March that year, Sanders swept Washington’s 
Democratic caucus, walking off with 74 delegates to 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 38
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Seven Questions For America’s
Mainstream Media

BY JEFF COHEN

1Why don’t you refer to our current healthcare 
system as a “corporate-run system?” 

At Democratic presidential debates and else-
where, network TV journalists have aggressive-

ly challenged the notion of “abolishing private health 
insurance” – without discussing what health insur-
ance companies actually contribute to healthcare be-
yond bureaucracy and profiteering.

At last June’s debate, NBC’s Lester Holt asked can-
didates to raise their hands if they would “abolish 
private insurance in favor of a government-run plan.” 
Over and over, when mainstream journalists refer to 
Medicare for All – wherein the government would be 
the provider of health insurance, while doctors and 

hospitals remain private – they mislabel it “govern-
ment-run healthcare” or a “government-run system.” 
Yet they never call our current system “corporate-run 
healthcare.”

2 Why don’t you provide actual data on the pub-
lic’s attitudes toward health insurance firms? 

A 2016 Harris poll found deep disdain for 
health insurance companies, with only 16% 

believing that these firms put patients over profits. In 
a 2018 Forbes article on “The Top 5 Industries Most 
Hated by Customers,” the health insurance industry 
was ranked fourth [after cable TV, internet providers 
and wireless phone] – based on American Customer 
Satisfaction Index rankings. Yet at Democratic de-
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bates, we’ve repeatedly heard from journalists about 
the millions of U.S. consumers who supposedly relish 
private insurance. While I’ve yet to meet one of those 
satisfied customers, it’s a mantra from media outlets 
[which are often sponsored by health insurers]. More 
to the point: I’ve yet to meet anyone who would refuse 
a plan with more complete coverage at less cost to 
him or her: “No, I want my beloved Aetna!” 

3 Why do you so rarely care about the views of 
unions … unless they’re in conflict with envi-
ronmentalists? 

For more than 30 years, the media watch 
group FAIR has documented that the views and voic-
es of labor unions have been marginalized by main-
stream media. An exception occurred at the CNN-
hosted presidential debate last month, when Bernie 
Sanders explained his reasons for opposing NAFTA 
2.0. [Below is from the transcript.] 

SANDERS: Every major environmental organiza-
tion has said no to this new trade agreement be-
cause it does not even have the phrase “climate 
change” in it …

PANELIST: But, Sen. Sanders, to be clear, the AFL-
CIO supports this deal. Are you unwilling to compro-
mise?

4 Why do you also invoke unions to cast doubt 
on Medicare for All? 

While presidential debate panelists [and 
corporate Democrats like Joe Biden] have 

frequently brought up union-negotiated health ben-
efits as an argument against Medicare for All, they 
rarely mention how U.S. unions have sacrificed wage 
gains and other benefits to stave off employer cuts 
to their healthcare. As flight attendants’ union presi-
dent Sara Nelson told Politico: “When we’re able to 
hang on to the health plan we have, that’s considered 
a massive win. But it’s a huge drag on our bargaining. 
So our message is: Get it off the table.” As Biden re-
cently admitted, attaching health insurance to a job 
[whether unionized or not] is an iffy proposition for 
any worker. 

5 Why do you interrogate politicians over the 
price tags of social programs but not war? 

CNN devoted the first portion of last month’s 
debate to war, military deployment and foreign 

conflict – but not one of the 25 questions from CNN 
journalists asked about the price tag of endless war 
and militarism. This despite the fact that roughly 
57% of federal discretionary spending goes to the mil-
itary and Trump keeps lavishing more money on the 
military than the Pentagon asks for. When it comes 
to war spending, mainstream journalists don’t ask: 
“Can our country afford it?” 

After CNN’s debate turned from war to progressive 
proposals for social programs benefitting the vast ma-
jority of the public, panelists turned from lapdogs to 
watchdogs on the issue of cost. Sanders was asked, 
“Don’t voters deserve to see a price tag [on Medicare 
for All]?” and “How would you keep your plans from 
bankrupting the country?”

To pound home the bias visually, CNN’s banners 
across the bottom of the screen blared: “QUESTION: 
Does Sanders owe voters an explanation of how 
much his health care plan will cost them and the 
country?” And the absurd: “QUESTION: Sanders’ pro-
posals would double federal spending over a decade; 
how will he avoid bankrupting the country?” There 
were no banners about military price tags.

6 Why do you probe the costs of reform while 
sidestepping the higher price tags of the sta-
tus quo? 

Despite CNN’s grandstanding claims that 
Sanders has not provided a price tag on his health 
plan, he repeatedly says that Medicare for All will cost 
$30 trillion or a bit more over 10 years. And he im-
mediately adds another assertion that has provoked 
little media interest or rebuttal – that persisting with 
the status quo will cost far more, according to federal 
government sources, perhaps $50 trillion or more. 
The higher cost is due to corporate profits, executive 
pay, bureaucracy, etc.

Bias is stark when journalists obsess on the es-
timated cost of reform while ignoring the estimat-
ed cost of the status quo. It’s media propaganda by 
omission. 

Similarly, conservative media have savaged the 
jobs-creating Green New Deal proposal – which, in-
deed, will cost trillions — without acknowledging the 
far higher price tag of continuing the status quo. 

7 Why do you ignore the 2016 presidential re-
sult in your incessant punditry on which 
Democrats are electable in 2020? 

I’m unaware of a single serious analyst who 
asserts with a straight face that Hillary Clinton lost to 
a faux-populist in 2016 because voters perceived her 
as “too far left” or “too radical.” But she obviously did 
lose votes because she was seen as too status quo, 
too cozy with the corporate establishment. 

In key swing states, Clinton failed to energize vot-
ers of color, lost young voters to third parties, and 
lost working-class whites who’d voted for Obama and 
Sanders. Democrats have been defeated in six presi-
dential elections since the Reagan era, but one would 
be hard-pressed to find a single defeat attributable to 
far-leftism. 

Establishment journalists seem intent on ignoring 
this history as they cover Sanders and Elizabeth War-
ren. Over the last year, corporate outlets have con-
tinuously portrayed progressive reforms as scarily 
left-wing, in the face of polls showing they are broad-
ly popular [not just with Democrats] – such reforms 
as increasing taxes on the rich [a new Reuters poll 
found most Republicans favor a wealth tax]; free pub-
lic college and cancelling student debt; Medicare for 
All; and the Green New Deal.

News articles matter-of-factly denigrate these pop-
ular proposals as “shoot-the-moon policy ideas” 
[Washington Post] that may push the Democratic 
Party “over a liberal cliff” [New York Times]. I some-
times wonder if the computer keyboards in certain 
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newsrooms – besides letter and number keys – have a 
single key that spits out the eight-word phrase: “too 
far left to win a general election.”

Unfortunately, many Democratic voters in Iowa, 
New Hampshire and elsewhere are unduly influenced 
by mainstream media, despite the punditocracy’s 
awful track record in 2016 and earlier on predicting 
who’s “electable” in a general election.

Elite journalists regularly quote their “expert” 
sources in the Democratic establishment who ex-
press worries that if Bernie Sanders wins the nomi-
nation, he’ll lose badly in November.

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg says he’ll run 
political ads even if false. Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey 
says he’ll stop running political ads.

Dorsey has the correct approach, but this entire 
debate about ads skirts the bigger question: Who’s 
responsible for protecting democracy from big, dan-
gerous lies?

Donald Trump lies like most people breathe, and 
his lies have grown more vicious and dangerous 
as he’s been cornered – conjuring up conspiracies, 
spewing hate, and saying established facts are lies, 
and lies are truths.

This would be hard enough for a democracy to 
handle, but Zuckerberg’s Facebook sends Trump’s 
unfiltered lies to 43% of Americans, for whom 
Facebook is a source of news. And Dorsey’s Twitter 
sends them to 67 million Twitter users every day.

A major characteristic of the Internet goes by the 
fancy term “disintermediation.” Put simply, it means 
sellers are linked directly to customers with no need 
for middlemen.

Amazon eliminates the need for retailers. Online 
investing eliminates the need for stock brokers. 
Travel agents and real estate brokers have become 
obsolete as consumers get all the information they 
need at a keystroke.

But democracy cannot be disintermediated. We’re 
not just buyers and sellers. We’re also citizens who 
need to know what’s happening around us in order 
to exercise our right to, and responsibility for, self-
government.

If a president and his enablers are peddling vicious 
and dangerous lies, we need reliable intermediaries 
that help us see that they’re lies.

Intermediating between the powerful and the 
people was once the job of publishers and journal-
ists – hence the term “media.”

This role was understood to be so critical to 

democracy that the Constitution enshrined it in 
the First Amendment’s guarantee of freedom of the 
press.

With that freedom came a public responsibility to 
be a bulwark against powerful lies.

The media haven’t always lived up to that respon-
sibility. We had yellow journalism in the 19th cen-
tury, and today endure shock radio, the National 
Enquirer, and Fox News.

But most publishers and journalists have recog-
nized that duty. Think of the Pentagon Papers, the 
Watergate investigation, and, more recently, the 
exposure of Trump’s withholding $400 million in 
security aid to Ukraine until it investigated Trump’s 
major political rival, Joe Biden.

Zuckerberg and Dorsey insist they are not pub-
lishers or journalists. They say Facebook and Twit-
ter are just “platforms” that convey everything and 
anything – facts, lies, conspiracies, vendettas – with 
none of the public responsibilities that come with 
being part of the press.

That is rubbish. They can’t be the major carriers of 
the news on which most Americans rely while tak-
ing no responsibility for its content.

Advertising isn’t the issue. It doesn’t matter 
whether Trump pays Facebook or Twitter to post dis-
honest ads about Joe Biden and his son, or Trump 
and his enablers post the same lies on their Face-
book and Twitter accounts. Or even if Russia and 
Iran repeat the lies in their own subversive postings 
on Facebook and Twitter.

The problem is we have an American president 
who will say anything to preserve his power, and 
we’ve got two giant entities that spread his lies un-
critically, like global-sized bullhorns.

We can’t do anything about Trump for now. But 
we can and should take action against the power of 
these two enablers.

Or do those who own or run corporate media [and 
corporate Democrats] have a different worry – that 
Sanders will win the general election, shake up the 
system, and take away some of their wealth and pow-
er?
Jeff Cohen was an associate professor of journalism 
at Ithaca College and founder of the media watch 
group FAIR. In 2011, he co-founded the online activ-
ism group RootsAction.org. He is the author of Cable 
News Confidential: My Misadventures in Corporate 
Media.
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Should Facebook, Twitter
Stop Trump’s Lies?

BY ROBERT REICH
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If they are unwilling to protect the public against 
powerful lies, they shouldn’t have so much power to 
spread them to begin with.

The reason 45% of Americans rely on Facebook for 
news and Trump’s tweets reach 67 million Twitter 
users is because these platforms are near monopo-
lies – dominating the information marketplace.

No television network, cable, or newspaper comes 
close. Fox News’ viewership rarely exceeds 3 million. 
The New York Times has 4.9 million subscribers.

Facebook and Twitter aren’t just participants in 
the information marketplace. They’re quickly be-
coming the information marketplace.

Antitrust law was designed to check the power of 
giant commercial entities. Its purpose wasn’t just 
to hold down consumer prices but also to protect 

democracy.
Antitrust should be used against Facebook and 

Twitter. They should be broken up. So instead of two 
mammoth megaphones trumpeting Trump’s lies, or 
those of any similarly truth-challenged successor to 
Trump, the public will have more diverse sources of 
information, some of which will expose the lies.

A diverse information marketplace is no guarantee 
against tyranny, of course. But the system we now 
have – featuring a president who lies through his 
teeth and two giant uncritical conveyors of those 
lies – invites tyranny.
Former Clinton administration labor secretary 
Robert B. Reich is Chancellor’s Professor of Public 
Policy at the University of California at Berkeley.
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Jim Hightower

Doing The Tax-Dodge Tap Dance
Sen. Russell Long, the powerful Senate Finance 

Committee chair from 1966 to 1981 from the great 
state of Louisiana, liked to recite a little jingle high-
lighting the thorny political process of tax reform: 
“Don’t tax you. Don’t tax me. Tax that man behind 
the tree.”

Yes, let’s do just that! Today, our nominee for “that 
man behind the tree” is the superrich – the .1%. 
Over the past 40 years or so, these plutocratic elites 
have used their political clout to create a radical 
level of wealth inequality that is tearing our country 
apart. The gap has become a chasm, separating the 
lavish fortunes of a privileged few from the well-be-
ing of the many.

Currently, this small fraction of our country now 
owns the same amount of wealth as the bottom 90% 
of our country – a statistic that has not been seen in 
our country since prior to World War II. This wealth 
gap is antithetical to our people’s democratic ideals, 
fundamentally unjust and socially destructive – in a 
word, un-American.

In large part, the fortunate few have amassed and 
expanded their vast fortunes by hiding in the forest 
of tax policies that let them avoid paying their fair 
share. Of course, tax dodging is complicated, requir-
ing sophisticated techniques and tricky maneuvers 
perpetrated by a large but secretive industry of pricy 
tax lawyers, lobbyists, wealth managers and other 
fixers to exploit special exemptions, convoluted 
loopholes and arcane breaks.

This avoidance industry also provides uber-rich 
clients with a wide selection of underground chan-
nels ranging from exotic offshore tax shelters to the 
ultimate dodge: renouncing U.S. citizenship.

For a lesson on how to tap-dance around one’s tax 
obligation, follow the lead of Jared Kushner, Presi-
dent Donald Trump’s son-in-law and White House 
senior adviser. A 2018 New York Times investigation 
reveals that a few years prior to becoming a Trump 
operative, Kushner and his family’s real estate cor-
poration spent billions buying up properties, quintu-

pling Kushner’s net worth to almost $324 million.
Yet, according to financial documents, the lucky 

lad appears to have paid little or no federal income 
tax from 2009 through 2016!

Why? Largely because a special tax break allows 
big-time developers to take depreciation deductions 
for losses caused by wear and tear on their proper-
ties. But – watch the fancy footwork here – various 
buildings owned by Kushner appear to have suffered 
no actual losses and, in fact, have likely increased 
in value. The trick is that the depreciation provision 
assumes such properties decline in value every year, 
even when they clearly do not.

Then came a spectacular buck-and-wing dance 
move: The law allows developers themselves to 
calculate depreciation – and the IRS almost never 
audits those claims. In 2015, for example, Kushner 
pocketed $1.7 million in income but claimed $8.3 
million in losses from “significant depreciation” in 
his real estate holdings.

Another break allows developers to dodge capital 
gains taxes when they make a profit selling prop-
erty. That income, if used within a short time to buy 
other properties, is not taxed. So – voila! – tax law 
subsidizes them to accumulate yet more wealth and 
do the tax-dodge dance on an even bigger scale. The 
Times found that this break helped the Kushners 
profit from more than $2 billion in real estate sales 
yet helped Jared Kushner avoid taxes on that in-
come.

Once ensconced in the White House, Kushner 
promptly helped his daddy-in-law pass a big pack-
age of new corporate tax breaks. Surprisingly, there 
were real reforms that eliminated some of the capital 
gains flimflam from which both he and Trump had 
long profited. Unsurprisingly, the Kushner-Trump 
“reform” included an exception that allows one 
particular business group to keep profiting from the 
flimflam: real estate developers.

And that, children, is how the rich become super-
rich.
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What’s The Charitable Thing
To Do About Inequality?

Our society has coined expressions like “philan-
thropist” and “season of giving” to encourage and 
hail people’s charitable spirit.

Look on the flip side of those shiny coins of gener-
osity, however, and you’ll find that they’re made of a 
base substance of societal selfishness. After all, the 
need for charity only exists because we’re tolerating 
intentional injustices and widespread inequality cre-
ated by power elites.

A supremely wealthy society [which so loudly 
salutes its historic commitment to the deeply moral 
values of fairness, justice and equal opportunity] 
ought not be relegating needy families and essential 
components of the common good to the vicissitudes 
of a season and the whims of a few rich philanthro-
pists.

Yes, corporate and individual donations can help 
at the margins, but they don’t fix anything. Thus, 
food banks, health clinics, etc. must constantly 
scrounge for more charity, while big donors have 
their “charitable spirit” subsidized with tax breaks 
that siphon money from our public treasury.

Especially offensive is the common grandiose as-
sertion by fat-cat donors that charity is their way of 
“giving back” to society. Hello – if they can give so 
much, it’s probably because they’ve been taking too 
much!

As business columnist Andrew Ross Sorkin points 
out, “All too often, charitable gifts are used ... to 
make up for the failure of companies to pay people a 
living wage and treat their workers with dignity.”

Sorkin notes that it’s not just the unemployed who 
rely on food banks but janitors, nannies, Uber driv-
ers, checkout clerks and others who work full time 
but are so poorly paid they can’t make ends meet. 
That’s not a sad charity case but a matter of criminal 
exploitation by wealthy elites – and the charitable 
thing to do is to outlaw it and require a living wage 
for all.

We must shift from charity to fundamental struc-
tural change. 

“The aim,” says Sorkin, “should be to create a so-
ciety where we don’t need places like food banks in 
the first place. ... we should be trying to put the food 
banks out of business.”

In the absence of structural change, our society 
relies on charity and government programs to ad-
dress issues regarding poverty and hunger. While 
it’s fashionable in many enclaves of the rich to 
bemoan government programs that use tax dollars 
to aid the poor, guess who receives by far the fattest 
benefits from the public treasury. Bingo – if you said 

the rich!
Consider recent actions by President Donald 

Trump’s secretary of agriculture, Sonny Perdue. He’s 
been dubbed the “Georgia Goober” for his ignorant 
insults and preposterous policies, and he issued 
a harsh new regulation in December that’s both. It 
slaps poor people living in depressed areas with a 
sneering work requirement in order to be eligible for 
meager food stamp benefits, which amount to only 
about $127 a month.

Yes, Perdue is literally taking food from poor 
people, piously claiming it’ll help them become 
self-sufficient. “[G]overnment dependency has never 
been the American dream,” preached Purdue, who 
has personally been dependent on a government 
check for more than two decades.

Crass hypocrisy, however, is integral to the Don-
nie & Sonny policy approach. Last year, they pushed 
out a $28 billion tax bailout for farmers impacted by 
Trump’s inept tariff tiff with China.

Many U.S. farm families have been wrecked by 
Trump’s failed ag policies, but they’re not the ones 
who got the Trump government’s helping hand. The 
bulk of the billions went to the biggest, richest agri-
business interests that neither needed nor deserved 
a public handout – about 75% of the total was taken 
by the largest 10% of farm corporations [including 
foreign-owned operations].

And unlike a food stamp recipient getting a pit-
tance to buy a little bit of food, some ag-biz outfits 
pocketed more than $2 million each from us.

But wait. Trump and Perdue have more meanness 
in store for the poor. They’re pushing another fed-
eral regulation that’d cut off food stamps if a low-
income family has barely $2,000 in “assets.” Hello 
– that means a family that has an old used car to get 
to their poverty-wage jobs would be denied food as-
sistance.

What’s wrong with these shameful public offi-
cials who perversely pamper the rich while taking 
pleasure in punishing the poor? It’s immoral. – Jim 
Hightower
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America’s
Drug
Crisis
BY BOB D. ROUNSAVELL

President Trump’s 2020 
budget is a grim mes-
sage for seniors and the 
needy. It leaves many 

Americans out in the cold with 
drastic cuts in programs that benefit them.

Simply put, they’ll have to get by with less this year. 
Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid could lose 
billions of dollars if Republicans have their way. The 
Affordable Care Act could be repealed and programs 
like Meals on Wheels eliminated.

This president once promised to take care of peo-
ple in need; without question this budget violates his 
promise to Americans by weakening Medicare, gut-
ting Medicaid, and deeply cutting Social Security Dis-
ability Insurance [SSDI].

According to the National Committee to Preserve 
Social Security and Medicare: “In combination with 
2017’s tax cuts for the very wealthy and the admin-
istration’s failure to allow Medicare to negotiate with 
Big Pharma for lower drug prices, the latest Trump 
budget shows that his Administration is not plugged 
into the realities facing elderly Americans today.”

Probably it’s just that the Trump-GOP administra-
tion has other priorities and would promise anything 
that would keep its power base happy, cutting taxes 
for the ultra-rich.

These Trump-GOP tax cuts of 2017 led to historic 
budget deficits and are being used as an excuse to 
push unfair and harmful cuts to our time-honored 
social safety net. Sacrificed as well is the financial 
security of millions of workers, as well as retirees.

All these efforts are to pay for tax breaks for the 
rich whose basic needs are quite amply met or to 
fund completely unrelated programs.

It looks like the battle the current administration is 
fighting is the one that protects only the wealthy. The 
middle and working classes need equal protection, 
their earned benefits strengthened to ensure good 

health in retirement years. 
The horrific national debt must be addressed now 

but not destroy the middle and working classes in 
the process. That’s mainly because of the GOP’s de-
termined and fixated opposition to Social Security 
and Medicare, programs that millions of the most vul-
nerable rely on for survival.

One significant example is reflected in controlling 
prescription drug prices. Here we are, the United 
States of America, the richest country in the world: 
one recent poll mentions that of people needing pre-
scription drugs, one in four find it difficult to afford 
them and in our state, one in three adults aged 19-
64 asked for lower-priced meds, stopped taking some 
meds or skipped some doses.

As one of the older ones, I find myself in the do-
nut hole two to three months every year, significantly 
paying more for my diabetic basic drug.  Believe it or 
not, no regs or laws prevent companies from charging 
outrageous prices. 

So we Americans pay the highest prices for pre-
scriptions in the world. Currently at least 20 outpa-
tient drugs carry a list price of more than $25,000 for 
a one-month supply, according to a March analysis by 
AARP’s GoodRx.

The new House has passed legislation allowing 
Medicare to negotiate drug prices directly with drug 
manufacturers, permitting drug importation from 
Canada, and stopping “Pay-for-Delay” agreements 
that delay introduction of generic drugs. The chroni-
cally ill Americans like me are forced into that ugly 
donut hole every year to find a solution or to do with-
out – until Jan. 1 rolls around. Fortunately I have only 
one prescription that falls into that big hole, unlike 
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President Trump is weighing future entitlement 
cuts, a tectonic shift from his stance during his 2016 
run for the White House.

In a CNBC interview on the sidelines of the World 
Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, Trump indi-
cated he was open to cuts in social safety net ben-
efits, including Medicare and Social Security.

This is what many on the political left feared Trump 
and Republicans who then controlled both houses 
of Congress rammed through tax cuts in late 2017, 
blowing a massive hole in the federal budget deficit.

The tsunami of tax-cut-fueled red ink is expected to 
top $1 trillion in FY 2020, giving Trump and his anti-
government GOP cronies an excuse to cut programs 
that help workaday and poor Americans.

Asked whether entitlement cuts would ever be on 
his agenda, Trump told CNBC, “At some point they 
will be.”

In the CNBC interview, Trump called tackling enti-
tlement spending “the easiest of all things” and sug-
gested higher economic growth would make it easier 
to reduce spending on the programs.

“Well, we’re going – we’re going to look,” he said. 
“We also have assets that we’ve never had. I mean 
we’ve never had growth like this.”

According to Associated Press reporters Ricardo 
Alonso-Zaldivar and Aamer Madhani:

Early in his presidential campaign, Trump said he 
was a different sort of Republican, one who would not 
cut Social Security, Medicare or Medicaid.

The Medicaid promise was ultimately abandoned. 
The unsuccessful Republican drive to repeal “Obam-
acare” would have also limited future federal spend-

As Deficit Explodes, Trump Eyes
Medicare, Social Security Cuts

ing on that federal-state health insurance program 
for low-income people.

More recently, Trump’s 2020 budget called for deep 
cuts in Medicare payments to hospitals. 

After the CNBC interview, White House spokesman 
Judd Deere told the AP there had been “no benefit 
cuts” under Trump, and said the president has kept 
“his commitment to the most vulnerable Americans, 
especially those who depend on Medicare and Social 
Security.”

But Leslie Dach, chair of Protect Our Care, an advo-
cacy group created to defend the Affordable Care Act, 
said Trump tipped his hand in the Davos interview.

“The president has made it clear,” Dach said, “that 
he wants to make draconian cuts to both Medicare 
and Medicaid – something that the American people 
vehemently oppose – and today he said he’s going to 
try again.”

many other diabetics.
There’s some good news for us. Recently a Congres-

sional panel reached a deal on several bills primarily 
meant to ensure access to generics. Let’s make sure 
our U.S. senators, Jim Inhofe and James Lankford, 
and those in other states enact them into law.

For years, make that decades, patients and even 
presidents have complained about the spiraling of 
prescription drug prices. Little changed until May 
2017 when the AARP Bulletin ran an extended report 
on it.

Astonishingly, the explanation is pretty simple. 
America’s health care system is quite a complex 
world of strong patent laws; however, corporations 
like Lilly and Abbott are endowed with extraordinary 
power – to charge any price they want for life-saving 
drugs.

In a fast-changing world, we live in an unchanging 
one where these companies can charge obscene pric-

es for these necessities. In our good ‘ol US of A, medi-
cal drug prices rise faster than the rate of inflation.

Are you ready for this? The average annual cost of 
a brand-name drug has more than tripled in the past 
decade, jumping from $1,868 in 2006 to $6,798 in 
2017, according to the AARP Public Policy Institute. 
“Older adults now take an average of 4.5 medications 
each month, which can add up to a total retail cost 
of more than $30,000 a year for brand-name drugs.”

Hope lies ahead, however, if we exercise our prerog-
ative. Keep informed and pass the info to our elected 
reps. Let President Donald Trump’s most important 
legacy be making our democracy work again. How? 
Utilize both our brain and technology for our survival 
– better yet a brighter future for all of us.
Oologah resident Bob Rounsavell currently serves 
as chairman of the Eastern Flyer Coalition of com-
munities between Tulsa and Oklahoma City. His wife 
Maria serves as his editor. 

I recently met a magical fairy who said she 
would grant me one wish.

“I wish to live forever,” I said.
“Sorry,” said the fairy, “I’m not allowed to grant 

that particular wish.”
“Fine,” I said, “then I want to die the day af-

ter Congress is filled with honest, hard-working, 
bipartisan men and women who act only in the 
people’s best interests!”

“You crafty bastard,” replied the fairy. 
– Thanks to A.J. Henshaw for sharing

Wish-Craft
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AT A CROSSROADS
BY MITCH RANDALL

The United Methodist Church is expected to split 
into two denominations.

Church leaders announced the potential split after 
years of attempting to find common ground on the 
issues of LGBTQ ordination and the church’s re-
sponse to same-sex marriage.

The split will create a “traditional Methodist” de-
nomination opposing LGBTQ ordination and same-
sex marriage while opening the door for the United 
Methodist Church to affirm LGBTQ ordination and 
same-sex marriages.

The Washington Post reported that church leaders 
stated the plan offered “the best means to resolve 
our differences, allowing each part of the church to 

remain true to its theological understanding while 
recognizing the dignity, equality, integrity and re-
spect of every person.”

The United Methodist split might be revealing a 
larger division emerging within Christianity.

While doctrinal issues such as clerical authority, 
the Eucharist, baptism, the Bible and other impor-
tant issues set the stage for the rise of denomina-
tionalism over the last 1,000 years, a new paradigm 
shift appears to be under way.

The ordination of LGBTQ people and same-sex 
marriage are forcing Christian churches to rethink 
their identity and practice when it comes to human 
sexuality

Is Another Schism In Christianity Inevitable?
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Two important questions are at stake in this 
debate: [1] Who can be a “Christian”? and [2] What 
constitutes appropriate and ethical behavior?

While few argue that LGBTQ persons cannot be 
Christians, the more conservative wing of Christian-
ity claims that same-sex attraction and nontradition-
al gender identities are set against a created order.

The argument is made that anyone acting outside 
this normative order engages in sinful and unnatu-
ral behavior.

The more liberal wing of Christianity argues that 
LGBTQ persons are created in the image of God and 
their behaviors are not contradictory to the created 
order.

In other words, LGBTQ persons are acting out of 
their created existence and natural design. There-
fore, it would be inappropriate and unethical to with-
hold the rites of the church.

While this debate will surely continue, the larger 
issue at stake concerns the very identity and mis-
sion of the Christian church.

Who can be considered a Christian? Do Christians 
have to adhere to a specific criterion of beliefs in 
order to be called Christian? Is the mission of the 
church to convert people to a certain set of beliefs 
or welcome them into a community following Jesus?

Two significant movements seem to be emerging 
regarding these questions.

For several decades now, the right wing of the 
evangelical movement has stressed the importance 

of doctrinal purity over all else. One must believe 
and practice correct doctrine before a Christian can 
find favor with God.

The second movement stresses the importance of 
relationships. Critics of this movement argue that 
advocates devalue or water down doctrine, but pro-
ponents refute that claim by stating their practices 
are derived from theological convictions.

With both movements unwilling to compromise, 
the situation has created a fracture crossing denom-
inational lines. If the fracture continues to widen, 
the split of the Christian church seems inevitable.

Just as the Great Schism divided the church in 
11th century and the Reformation in the 16th cen-
tury, the fracturing of the church in the 21st century 
would be a watershed moment.

In Acts 15, the first great debate and schism erupt-
ed for the first century church. The issue at stake 
was whether Gentiles needed to be circumcised 
before being accepted into the community.

Jewish sympathizers wanted to keep circumcision 
as a physical sign for conversion, while others felt 
the practice unnecessary for Gentiles wanting to fol-
low Jesus.

Paul wrote to the Galatians about this particular 
issue, advocating for a more inclusive principle. “For 
in Christ Jesus neither circumcision nor uncir-
cumcision counts for anything; the only thing that 
counts is faith working through love” [Galatians 
5:6].
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As the church faces an uncertain future, this same 
dynamic is at play. The church is once again at the 
crossroads of doctrinal allegiance and human rela-
tionship. Both viewpoints feel as though they are on 
solid theological footing.

As the debate continues, only time will reveal the 
outcome. However, if the United Methodist Church’s 
resolution is any indication, Christianity is facing 
yet another schism.

The growing division among Christians begs the 
question how this will affect the witness of the 
church in the United States.

Last year, Pew Research Center released a report 
demonstrating the decline of Christianity in the 
United States.

Sixty-five percent of American adults identified as 
“Christian,” a decline of 12% from 2018 to 2019. The 
decline startled many within the church.

However, Philip Jenkins, distinguished professor 
of history at Baylor University, noted the decline had 
more to do with people of faith being unwilling to 
identify with the institution of the church.

“So, is American religion changing? No question,” 
Jenkins wrote. “But how far is this a real decline 
of faith, and how much is it a reduction in people’s 
willingness to affirm membership in institutions 
they neither like nor trust?”

Jenkin’s observation and question are valid. Yet, 
if people are growing weary of the institution of the 
church, we must ask why. Why are more and more 
people – even Christians – leaving the church in 
growing numbers?

Both sides of the current schism will blame the 

other. Conservatives will claim the church has 
grown too lax, arguing human secularism has crept 
into the church’s teachings and practices.

Liberals will argue that Christianity has grown too 
rigid, more concerned about doctrinal accountability 
than actually loving one’s neighbor.

Regardless of the accusations and blame, the 
church still stands at a crossroads. The future of the 
church hangs in the balance. Every Christian should 
thoughtfully and prayerfully ponder these issues.

Addressing LGBTQ inclusion and exclusion is 
vitally important. Whichever direction the church 
finds herself taking, the future of the church and 
our witness will be affected for generations to come.

Will the church continue to decline in the United 
States, or will it find new life through rebirth for a 
new era?

Only time can reveal the future, so for now we 
remain at the crossroads, arguing which direction to 
travel. It’s a lively debate and one worth pursuing.

For me, I will travel the road of inclusivity. I under-
stand the possibility of my error, but I would rather 
err on the side of being too inclusive than pushing 
someone away.

Again, while the discussion of LGBTQ inclusion 
in the church has a place at this crossroads, the 
questions we face are more universal, relating to our 
ongoing quest to discover and live out our identity 
and mission.

The church is simply asking, as it has done be-
fore, “Who are we and what is our purpose?”
Former Norman pastor Mitch Randall is executive 
director of EthicsDaily.com.
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Caucuses
Hillary Clinton’s 27. When Washington held a pri-
mary two months later, Clinton won by 6%.

Only about 26,000 people “voted” in the Democrat-
ic caucuses, while more than 660,000 voted in the 
primary. The state Democratic Party is switching to 
a meaningful primary in 2020.

Were caucuses how conservative state runs a 
general election, liberals would rightly accuse elec-
tion officials of practicing voter suppression. The 
Supreme Court might even strike down its election 
laws as unconstitutional. But this is a party matter, 
and it is up to the Democratic National Committee 
to fix the problem.

In assessing a candidate’s ability to prevail in a 
general election, some members of the punditry put 
great importance on the level of voter enthusiasm. 
Should that matter? It shouldn’t, not in a democ-
racy. 

Votes are supposed to be equal. A vote cast with 
mild affection or indifference – even with nose held 
– counts every bit as much as a vote made with 
thumping heart.

Some friends, particularly younger ones, wor-
ship the ground Bernie walks on. I back Joe Biden 
but don’t adore him. [I could be happy with another 
moderate, say, Amy Klobuchar or Pete Buttigieg.] To 
me, Biden is a solid progressive and, more impor-
tantly, the Democrat whom President Donald Trump 
most fears.

What excites me, though in a bad way, is the belief 
that a Sanders nomination – or his trashing of the 
actual Democratic nominee, as he did in 2016 – 
would deliver another four years to Trump.

Whatever the results in the Iowa caucuses, one 
can be confident that they will leave an exaggerated 
impression of the level of Sanders’ support. They 
will reveal the preference of a tiny slice of a tiny 
slice of the electorate and, in the Democrats’ case, 
of an electorate more heavily weighted toward the 
white liberal gentry than the party at large.

Only the Democratic Party can end this undemo-
cratic means of choosing its nominees. And it 
should.

© Creators.com
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China’s Environmental 
Malpractice Hurts Everyone

BY FROMA HARROP

A lot of things are going wrong on this planet, 
and a lot of those problems are made in China. The 
deadly coronavirus is being linked to “wet markets” 
that traffic in wildlife. Not only have these markets 
enabled the virus to pass from animals to humans 
but they have also contributed to the decimation of 
the world’s wildlife.

The coronavirus outbreak has led China to quar-
antine more than 50 million of its people – the 
population of California, Oregon and Washington put 
together. After the SARS crisis, Chinese scientists 
called for the closing of these markets. The govern-
ment ignored them.

China spends enormous sums on prestige-ori-
ented biotech research and very little on the public 
health services needed to prevent and combat these 
contagions, according to The Wall Street Journal. 
Another example was the Chinese government’s 
cheapskate response to the African swine flu, which 
led to the death of nearly half the country’s hogs.

The greatest threat to the planet is global warm-
ing. China has been sabotaging international ef-
forts to stop the burning of coal – the dirtiest of the 
fossil fuels in releasing greenhouse gases. China 
uses about as much coal as the rest of the world put 
together.

Higher temperatures undoubtedly helped fuel the 
cataclysmic fires in Australia. The disaster shocked 
the country, killing at least one billion kangaroos, 
koalas and other animals. At the same time, Austra-
lia is a major coal producer and exports the fossil 
fuel throughout Asia, China included. 

Apart from coal’s huge role in climate change, it 
emits the nasty smog that preys on people living 
near the plants. This is the old-fashioned pollution 
that causes asthma, cancer, dementia and heart dis-
ease, and contaminates local water supplies.

Air pollution is linked to an estimated 1.6 million 
premature deaths per year in China [and over two 
million in India]. You see China’s people wearing 
face masks under the darkened skies and wonder 
why there isn’t rioting in the streets – despite the 
government’s iron-fist control of the citizenry.

While most of the Western world is rapidly closing 
down coal plants, China is building more coal-burn-
ing capacity than the rest of the world combined. As 
China’s economy slows down, it is reopening some 
coal mines. Premier Li Keqiang is now actually 
pushing for more coal-fired power.

China’s new coal plants are popping up far beyond 
Asia, in Bosnia-Herzegovina, for example. The air 
quality in its capital, Sarajevo, is so foul that the 
Swedish embassy there said it is “in a category of its 
own.” The Western Balkans are already saddled with 
16 communist-era coal power plants that have been 
tied to 3,900 deaths across Europe every year.

The Chinese government is actually funding these 
new coal projects. The outrage was such that locals 
recently launched rallies across Bosnia-Herzegovina 
to protest their government’s complicity in the pol-
lution problem.

It is not my intention to blame all the world’s 
environmental ills on China. China is by far the 
world’s biggest emitter of carbon dioxide gases, but 
the United States is well ahead of the 1.4 billion-
person country on per capita emissions. But we and 
other Western countries have at least been reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions, and China’s keep grow-
ing.

China is big on producing solar panels, and the 
International Energy Agency projects that by 2024 it 
will account for 40% of the global growth in renew-
able energy. But irony of ironies, China’s densely 
polluted air is reportedly preventing solar rays from 
reaching its solar panels.

China is now an economic superpower. With that 
comes the obligation to pass up some business for 
the good of everyone. A proud country should not 
want the label of environmental pariah.

© Creators.com
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Books

Dysfunction And Disaster
In King Donald’s Court
A VERY STABLE GENIUS
Donald J. Trump’s Testing Of America
By Philip Rucker and Carol Leonnig
Penguin Publishing Co.
480 pages, $30

BY LLOYD GREEN

In January 2018, Michael Wolff’s Fire and Fury 
made headlines as it depicted a president out of 
control and a White House that careened from 
crisis to crisis. Donald Trump threatened legal 

action against author and publisher. He also lauded 
himself and his electoral college victory: “I think that 
would qualify as not smart, but genius … and a very 
stable genius at that!”

Trump’s outburst confirmed what many already 
feared. In the aftermath of the firing of FBI director 
James Comey in May 2017, Rod Rosenstein, then 
deputy attorney general, reportedly weighed secretly 
recording the president with an eye to removing him 
from office under the 25th Amendment.

Now Philip Rucker and Carol Leonnig of the Wash-
ington Post offer A Very Stable Genius. As befitting 
Pulitzer winners for investigative reporting, their 
book is richly sourced and highly readable.

It sheds new light on how the 45th president tests 
the boundaries of the office while trying the patience 
and dignity of those who work for or with him. It is 
not just another Trump tell-all or third-party confes-
sional. It is unsettling, not salacious.

Trump himself was quick to criticize the book, call-
ing its authors “two third rate Washington Post re-
porters.” 

In a Saturday night tweet, the president said the 
book was “all for the purpose of demeaning and belit-
tling a President who is getting great things done for 
our Country, at a record clip.”

Rucker and Leonnig lift the curtain on internal 
battles over immigration and the attempt to replace 
John Kelly with Chris Christie as White House chief 
of staff. It also closely examines the scrum between 

Bill Barr, the attorney general, and Bob Mueller over 
Barr’s handling of the special counsel’s report on 
Russian election interference and links between 
Trump and Moscow.

Trump’s West Wing is tantamount to a family busi-
ness and everything is personal. Jared Kushner and 
Ivanka Trump obtain security clearances because 
they are kin.

After publicly punting the issue to Kelly, Trump is 
described as applying pressure privately. “I wish we 
could make this go away,” he reportedly told Kelly. 
“This is a problem.” Said differently, protocols and 
national security were treated as impediments, not 
safeguards, when Javanka got involved.

When Trump cuts Kelly loose, Kushner and Ivan-
ka are depicted as coveting the job. Their ambitions 
go unfulfilled but they continue to lurk in the back-
ground.

Told by Rudy Giuliani that Trump wants him as his 
chief of staff, Christie asks why he would want the 
job if Kushner isn’t leaving. For record, as a federal 
prosecutor Christie sent Charlie Kushner, Jared’s fa-
ther, to prison for “one of the most loathsome, dis-
gusting crimes” on Christie’s watch.

“Why the f--- am I going to take this job?” the for-
mer New Jersey governor exclaims. “You guys are 
nuts. I’m not going in there.”

Still, Ivanka purportedly telephoned Christie’s wife, 
Pat, to assure her bygones would be bygones. It didn’t 
work.

A Very Stable Genius also chronicles the back and 
forth between Trump’s lawyers and the special coun-
sel’s office and the interplay between Barr and Muel-
ler. Under George H.W. Bush, Barr was attorney gener-
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al and Mueller headed the criminal 
division at the justice department. 
The two men were friends.

Yet when Barr rolled out his 
summary of Mueller’s report, Le-
onnig and Rucker write, the spe-
cial counsel “looked as if he’d 
been slapped.” When Mueller sent 
a rebuttal letter, objecting to Barr’s 
summary, Barr was “pissed,” 
thought the letter “nasty” and felt 
personally “betrayed.” Barr and 
Mueller spoke by phone, a tense 
conversation that ended on “an 
uplifting note.”

As for Trump and name-calling, 
nothing has changed. As a candi-
date, he mocked John McCain, a 
gold star family, a Latino judge and 
a disabled reporter. Life at 1600 
Pennsylvania Ave. has not allayed 
that spirit.

At a meeting in the Pentagon’s 
inner sanctum, the “Tank,” the 
draft-dodging Trump derided 
America’s generals as “dopes and 
babies.” He added: “I wouldn’t go 
to war with you people.” Debase-
ment was a coin of the realm.

When Kirstjen Nielsen, secre-
tary of homeland security and a 
Kelly deputy, balked at Trump’s 
demands on immigration, he be-
rated her looks and height. For 
good measure, according to the 
authors, Trump would call her at 
5 a.m., just for the sake of harass-
ment.

After James Mattis advised 
Trump of his intent to resign as 
defense secretary, Trump moved 
his departure up two months. At 
a cabinet meeting, the president 
bragged that he had “essentially” 
fired the four-star general. For the 
president, policy differences in-
variably exploded into a matter of 
honor.

Mattis’ resignation letter omit-
ted any praise for the commander-
in-chief. “Because you have the 
right to have a secretary of defense 
whose views are better aligned 
with yours,” he wrote, “I believe it 
is right for me to step down.”

Likewise, Trump mocked H.R. 
McMaster, Michael Flynn’s replace-
ment as national security adviser, 
for his mien and wardrobe. The 
scholarly McMaster was always on 

borrowed time.
Says one of McMaster’s aides, 

Trump “doesn’t fire people … he 
tortures them until they’re willing 
to quit.”

Clearly, Trumpworld has its 
share of casualties. Paul Manafort, 

a campaign manager, and Michael 
Cohen, a lawyer, sit imprisoned. 
Flynn and Roger Stone, a longtime 
political confidante, await sen-
tencing.

Trump’s allergy to reality re-
mains on display. His contention 
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he doesn’t know Lev Parnas is belied by video and 
email. The U.S. now admits 34 troops attacked by 
Iran’s missiles were treated for concussions.

Leonnig and Rucker quote Bill Galston of the 
Brookings Institution, who says Trump “appears to 
be daring the rest of the political system to stop him – 

and if it doesn’t he’ll go further. The law has no force 
without people who are willing to enforce it.”

As the Senate marches toward an impeachment tri-
al and the countdown to the election ticks on, truer 
words have seldom been spoken.

© The Guardian

Equality Deferred
BY SUSAN ESTRICH

It was in 1972 that Congress passed the Equal 
Rights Amendment. The amendment provides 
“Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied 
or abridged by the United States or by any State on 
account of sex.”

Forty-eight years later, Virginia became the 38th 
state to ratify the amendment – which would make it 
law but for the fact that the deadline for ratification 
passed in 1982.

When the ERA was first passed by Congress and 
sent to the states, Phyllis Schlafly and other anti-
feminist women organized to fight it. Schlafly, while 
preaching that a woman’s place was in the kitchen 
and the family room, spent her life giving almost 
as many speeches in almost as many places as my 
hero, Gloria Steinem. Hiding behind the curtain of 
hypocrisy, the Schlafly gang succeeded in frighten-
ing millions of women by suggesting that they would 
end up losing all their benefits while being stuck in 
unisex toilets.

No legitimate constitutional scholar agreed. 
Frankly, it was ridiculous. By the time the ERA was 
passed, the United States Supreme Court had recog-
nized that it needed to look at the 14th Amendment, 
guaranteeing equal protection of the law, with an 
enhanced level of scrutiny. They were throwing out 
gender preferences whether the issue was drinking 
beer or access to education.

While not applying strict scrutiny, the court has 
been applying a sort of middle ground, heightened 
scrutiny if not the “strict scrutiny” [strict in theory 
and fatal in fact] applied to race. It was never en-
tirely clear what the ERA would do that the Supreme 
Court was not.

Still, it mattered. It mattered symbolically. It mat-
tered as a measure of where the country was in term 
of women’s rights. It mattered because the approach 
of Schlafly was aimed at creating a huge divide be-
tween nonworking and working mothers, between 
single mothers and rich wives, and at frightening 
traditional women into thinking that they were the 
targets. The “ladies” versus the “women,” I used to 
call it.

It was a gap between the women who thought 
registration for the Selective Service System should 
apply to everyone and the ones who told the court 
that they did not want to spend their childbearing 

years in the infantry. I remember once, as a young 
Judiciary Committee staffer, suggesting that given 
the importance of leadership in combat to later pro-
motions, the combat bar on women created a wall to 
their advancement. Everyone in the room, Kennedy 
Democrats to a one, told me I was out of my mind.

In 1979, when the ERA deadline was extended, 
many people figured it was still as good as dead. 
Then-President Jimmy Carter never made it a prior-
ity. In one of the first speeches I wrote after my boss 
Ted Kennedy announced his entry in the presiden-
tial race, I threw in a line about how Carter had nev-
er met with women’s leaders to discuss a strategy 
for ratifying the ERA. And the next week, he did. Hot 
damn. That was power for a 27-year-old. We used the 
lack of leadership on the ERA in so many speeches. 
And Reagan won.

Arguing that the amendment can be ratified after 
the deadline has passed is the tough side of the 
argument. Where the country stands at a moment 
in time is a little bit different than whether you can 
collect enough ratifications over the next 40-some 
years. The latter could take years to decide.

Meanwhile, Virginia’s recent ratification – follow-
ing Democrats’ taking control of both chambers in 
the Legislature – is bittersweet. So long in coming. 
So much resistance along the way.

But what troubles me the most in reviewing what 
happened in Virginia is that the arguments have 
barely changed.

We know that the Civil Rights Acts of the 1960s 
did not change the composition of the Power Elite 
nearly as much as we hoped. Equality, as defined by 
law, generally means women succeeding under boys’ 
rules – rules designed for people who do not have 
primary responsibility for raising their children.

If you ask me, whether equality is strictly defined 
is not even the right question; it’s whether the de-
mands of a job, for instance, are so all-consuming 
that they eliminate women [not men] from succeed-
ing.

There were the opponents in Virginia not recog-
nizing any of this, seemingly unconcerned that so 
many women and children are struggling to survive. 
What was the issue? “God, help me. They are still 
trying to frighten everyone with those unisex bath-
rooms”? Been on a plane lately?
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Observations

TOM GOODWIN
Cheyenne, OK

Reader and supporter of The Observer
for over 30 years and counting.

Better Information, Better Policy
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he would say, “is you’re too busy putting white hats 
and black hats on politicians. You never know when 
they’re going to change hats.”

Wise counsel, to be sure. But Lankford’s lack of dis-
cernment is astonishing, especially given his years 
of counseling thousands of impressionable youth at 
Oklahoma’s Falls Creek Baptist camp.

Perhaps his very public perfidy helps explain why 
so many Generation X and Y-ers are abandoning or-
ganized religion.

From white hat to black, Lankford’s transition from 
man-of-the-cloth to resident of the swamp seems 
complete. #Sad

Bully
As a political novice who rarely voted and never 

held public office, Gov. Kevin Stitt clearly misunder-
stands the term “bully pulpit.”

The spotlight on presidents and governors affords 
a unique platform from which they can attempt to 
rally the citizenry behind public policy objectives or 
causes.

Yet Stitt only appears to hear one word: bully.
In his thirst to become the most powerful Oklahoma 

governor ever, Stitt has attempted to bully one agency 
head after another – hoping to drive them from office 
so he can choose their replacement.

An early casualty was former Corrections Director 
Joe Allbaugh who abruptly resigned in June with-
out giving Stitt a heads-up. A month later, Oklahoma 
Health Care Authority CEO Becky Pasternik-Ikard, 
quit under pressure.

Both were huge losses for the state. Albaugh won 
high marks for managing a woefully underfunded and 
understaffed prison system; Pasternik-Ikard was one 
of the nation’s foremost Medicaid experts, not insig-
nificant given that Medicaid expansion is due to ap-
pear on Oklahoma’s ballot this year.

Last September, Higher Education Chancellor Glen 
Johnson announced his departure after Stitt publicly 
compared him to John Blake, the former University 
of Oklahoma football coach fired because of his los-
ing record. Like Allbaugh, Johnson is credited with 
deftly steering higher ed through the nation’s steep-
est budget cuts.

Now, Stitt has forced out another key state agency 
head – Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and 
Substance Abuse Services Commissioner Terri White.

White joined the agency in 2001 and was appoint-
ed commissioner in 2007, making her the nation’s 
longest serving mental health commissioner. She an-
nounced on Jan. 29 she would be leaving Feb. 1. No 
long goodbyes for a job well done.

Stitt persuaded state lawmakers last spring to give 

him authority to hire and fire the directors of five of 
the largest state agencies: transportation, correc-
tions, juvenile affairs, health care authority and men-
tal health-substance abuse services.

“With this legislation we are ensuring Oklahoma’s 
government is truly accountable to the people of 
Oklahoma,” the governor said at a bill signing cer-
emony.

When White’s successor is chosen, Stitt will be re-
sponsible for selecting the leaders of all five agencies.

Stitt contends voters gave him a mandate in 2018 to 
reshape state government and make it more respon-
sive. Actually, voters elected him because he had an 
R behind his name – not to blow the system up.

There are myriad reasons the state’s founders 
worked to keep one official – like the governor – from 
gaining too much power. It creates opportunity for 
mischief – special interests could exert excess influ-
ence over a single powerful official.

With White’s departure, Oklahoma government yet 
again loses valuable expertise. When the next crises 
strike – and you can bet they will – everyone will know 
who to blame if the state fails miserably to deliver vi-
tal services: Kevin Stitt.
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Observerscope

Sarah Baker stepped down as OK Dems interim ex-
ecutive director to lead Michael Bloomberg’s presi-
dential campaign in Oklahoma. Bloomberg also 
signed up Sooner Joshua Harris-Till, national Young 
D’s president.

Sen. Jason Smalley, R-Stroud, is the latest lawmak-
er to bail without completing his term, resigning to 
join Motorola Solutions Corp. Republican Rep. Zack 
Taylor of Seminole announced he intends to seek the 
seat.

A Place Called Hope: OKC is ranked in MagnifyMon-
ey’s list of Top 10 U.S. Millenial boomtowns, attract-
ing scores of educated, tech-savvy, ethnically diverse 
and socially conscious. A major reason the capital is 
turning purple politically.

Lobbyists spent $600,000-plus last year feeding 
state lawmakers, even though reps from outside OKC 
area already get $154 per diem. It’s the trough, de-
fined – a way for special interests to spoon-feed their 
side of an issue.

Gov. Kevin Stitt is demanding state agencies tight-
en their belts. Yet he wants another $14 million for 
the Quick Action Closing Fund – essentially a slush 
fund he controls to aid business relocations. Physi-
cian, heal thyself.

State taxes on medical marijuana sales topped $54 
million in 2019 – the first full calendar year since it 
was legalized. Fascinating side note: OKC dispensa-
ries generated more sales taxes in December than 
bars.

Oklahoma’s frack-quake storm is waning thanks to 
restrictions on disposal wells. Sixty-two 3.0 and up 
earthquakes were recorded last year, down from 903 
in 2015.

Despite fierce opposition from carbon barons, near-
ly $15 billion was invested in OK to develop wind en-
ergy between 2009-19. Result: Wind provided 36% of 
state’s energy use in 2018. – Corporation Commis-
sion report

CONTINUED ON PAGE 46
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nam were never separate countries. The Geneva Ac-
cords of 1954 drew a line at the 17th parallel meant 
to be temporary until free elections in 1956 would 
unify the country under one government. The elec-
tions were not permitted by Diem touching off a civil 
war that lasted until 1974.

Frank Silovsky
Oklahoma City

Editor, The Observer:

In our U.S. justice system, the accused should not 
be prejudged before trial. The grand journey – in this 
case, the House of Representatives – has determined 
that evidence presented justifies a trial by a jury – in 
this case, the U.S. Senate.

It is wholly inappropriate to conclude innocence or 
guilt before a trial.

When a juror expresses a pretrial conviction of guilt 
or innocence they are usually removed as unqualified 
to serve on the jury. Our U.S. senators will no doubt 
perform their professional duty and consider all the 
evidence in the articles of impeachment before deter-
mining guilt or innocence.

Everyone else should hold their tongue – just shut 
up – until the system plays out and the Senate has 
made its determination. 

Nathaniel Batchelder
Oklahoma City

Editor’s Note: Nathaniel Batchelder is director of 
the Peace House. 

Editor, The Observer:
Where are our heroes who don’t come back from 

our forever wars?
They are unknown or forgotten by our U.S. sena-

tors and members of Congress.
So, it’s easy for these lawmakers to fail to stop wars. 

Out of sight, out of mind.
The hallways of the U.S. Capitol as well as Senate 

and House office buildings have bare walls.
Let’s put the faces of the fallen on those walls and 

maybe, just maybe, our representatives would think 
about how beautiful these heroes were, and holler to 
stop killing our boys and girls with roadside bombs 
and suicide bombers.

Virginia Blue Jeans Jenner
Wagoner
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Observerscope

Gov. Kevin Stitt quickly turned tail on his decision 
to hire a Seattle law firm to help in his dunderheaded 
battle over tribal gaming compacts. So we should be 
happy the money now is going into the pockets of OK 
lawyers instead?

Worrisome Statistic I: 3.6% of senior adults ages 65-
plus report chronic drinking [more than one drink a 
day for women, two for men] or binge drinking [more 
than four or five drinks at a time]. – AARP

Worrisome Statistic II: Alcohol-related deaths 
among U.S. women rose 85% from 1999-2017, adjust-
ed for population growth. – National Institute of Alco-
hol Abuse and Alcoholism

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17

Killing

55 lakes – including Lake Stilwell – with unaccept-
ably high levels of mercury?

Yet ODEQ said it will not be testing Stilwell’s 
schools and hospital drinking water for mercury.

Why has ODEQ, the Oklahoma Department of Farm 
and Forestry, and the Oklahoma Water Resources 
Board not notified farm and ranch owners that their 
private ponds and lakes near the 55 lakes also may 
have mercury in certain fish.

This is a major public health screw-up!
Recent studies confirm mercury levels are increas-

ing worldwide – including in Oklahoma – due to in-
creased discharges from coal burning power plants, 
municipal waste incinerators, heavy industries, die-
sel and Asia’s many coal burning power plants.

You may remember The Oklahoma Observer first 
reported that eastern Oklahoma has become Mercury 
Alley with Stilwell’s federal mercury-in-rain gage reg-
istering the nation’s second highest level.

Seven states including Washington and North Da-
kota have a state toxicologist but not Oklahoma. 
These scientists are needed to identify environmen-
tal pollution in water, air and on land.

For example, Maine’s state toxicologist furnished 
air canisters to individuals to help test for suspected 
toxic air vapors from petroleum storage tanks.

As one toxicologist reminds, “We have to remember 
with water, there are no substitutes!”

LIFE EXPECTANCY DISPARITIES
Centers for Disease Control data reveal the 58-year 

life expectancy in Stilwell, Checotah and Eufaula 
pales in comparison to the Grand Lake Area where 
one can expect to live 87 years.

That’s 29 years difference!
This gross inequity between rural, working-poor 

communities and financially-comfortable elites in 
the resort area is an Oklahoma embarrassment. To 
become a Top 10 State – Stitt’s oft-quoted goal – this 
startling difference must be aggressively narrowed.

The Grand River Dam Authority, a state agency 
established in 1935 by President Franklin D. Roos-
evelt’s Depression projects, was created for the ben-
efit of Oklahomans. It now could be one of the most 
profitable non-profit state agencies in the southwest.

GRDA’s Annual Financial Report for 2018 revealed 
it was sitting on between $30 million and $80 million 
in cash or its equivalence for new projects. Newspa-
per reports disclosed that the GRDA CEO’s annual 
salary is $330,000, not including benefits. We also 
learn from the report that GRDA has 11 executive VPs 
and nine other VPs receiving salaries ranging from 
$100,000 to $200,000 per year – plus terrific benefits.

Oh, and don’t forget: GRDA has a new $14 million 
administrative center in which to house them.
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These employee costs don’t even consider the sev-
en GRDA directors, whose remuneration is unknown.

The GRDA legally absorbed and expanded its au-
thority over Oklahoma’s scenic Illinois River water-
shed that includes Cherokee, Delaware and Adair 
counties [Adair is home to Stilwell]. GRDA’s Illinois 
River Basin VPs should be conducting high-tech wa-
ter and air quality testing for PFAS, litter-toxic sub-
stances, herbicide, mercury and airborne microscop-
ic particles especially harmful to children’s lungs, 
and for mutated bacteria that can be impervious to 
common medicines.

An alarming haze of light brown, toxic smog par-
ticles can be observed from a low-flying private air-
plane all along Oklahoma’s east side – from Broken 
Bow to Stilwell to Miami. The 300-foot haze band is 
encountered at an altitude of 3,500 feet. It originates 
from industrial plants, coal burning power plants 
within Oklahoma and northeast Texas, and from the 
exploding population [520,000 and counting] of semi-
metropolitan area that includes Fayetteville to Rog-
ers.

Rainfall-carried deposits of mercury and other 
smog particles, combined with poultry litter make 
Oklahoma’s pristine Green County increasingly a 
polluted environment. In fact, climate change is mak-
ing things worse, increasing the frequency of heavy 
rains. 

Has Green Country become a ticking environmen-
tal time bomb? See the true movie Dark Waters.

The health departments in rural counties with the 
worst health outcomes and the highest poverty are al-
most universally short staffed and swamped. Yet well-
heeled GRDA has not publicly expressed concern or 
obligation to help their neighbors medical needs.

At the same time, however, GRDA is spending $12 
million to build and operate a new water recreation 
park on the Illinois River’s Lake Francis. The GRDA 
park is near Watts, OK, close to Siloam Springs, AR.

Utilizing Google Earth Pro high-resolution satellite 
coverage, you can see 183 large, shiny poultry houses 
producing tons of litter, upstream from Lake Francis 
along the Illinois River watershed in Arkansas.

You can’t chlorinate a flowing stream. The first 
child contracting waterborne disease from swimming 
in Lake Francis could find his home’s front porch 
filled with contingency lawyers.

Cutting edge smart testing has yet to be conducted 
at Lake Francis’ or the Illinois River’s waters and park 
grounds. Why? Who knows. The GRDA is self-audit-
ed; calls and emails to its VPs were not returned.

It begs the question: Is Oklahoma’s cash-rich state 
agency known as GRDA part of problem or part of the 
solution to what is killing Oklahomans?

Unexpectedly, after finishing this article, but before 
it could be published in the February Observer, the 
New York Times published a lengthy article Jan. 9 
that raised many of the same questions – “Who Killed 
the Knapp Family” by Nicholas Kristoff and Sheryl 
WuDunn.

It clearly captured the interest of the Times’ nearly 
4.9 million print and digital readers – quickly jump-
ing near the top of the newspaper’s most-read list. 

The Times stated – and I agree – that rural work-
ing class communities and individuals across the na-
tion are figuratively dying of despair. That’s what hap-
pened to the Knapp family and to many Oklahomans.

Sadly, those struggling to survive are often blamed 
for their woes – when in fact the opposite it is a bro-
ken system of capitalism that has created such de-
spair. As one expert put it, “The economy just seems 
to have stopped delivering for those people.”

This we know for certain: Oklahoma government 
stopped delivering smart health related services to its 
in-need people because it gave higher priority to tax 
cuts for the wealthy.

It’s a case of déjà vu all over again. In its April 1955 
issue, the Saturday Evening Post quoted Oklahoma 
Gov. Johnston Murray as saying the state is “in a 
mess.”

It is 2020 and Oklahoma is still “in a mess.”
Bob Jackman is a petroleum geologist living in Tul-
sa.
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Free Press
ports the news about Trump and the news is decid-
edly bad for the president.

The occasions when the New York Times and its 
reporters have told of us of Trump transgressions 
are many and they continue.

Ask yourself what we would know about his bla-
tant lies [16,000 so far] and major missteps abroad if 
not for the free press.

Pompeo tried to embarrass the NPR reporter by 
making her show him Ukraine on a map. Speaking 
of knowledge, it’s doubtful Pompeo or Trump know 
of John Peter Zenger or if they do, the real signifi-
cance of the Zenger trial and decision.

Zenger only wanted to print the truth. The Ameri-
can press, the freest and best in the world, is still 
doing that, despite the best efforts of the Trump 
gang.
Ken Neal is former opinion editor of the Tulsa 
World.
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